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The best-kept secret on camj>us doesn’t want to be kejst
secret anymore.
Starred in 1991, the Teaching English as a Second
Language Certificate Program is in the Cal Poly catalog, but
tew students know about it.
The TESL program is open to all majors and provides stu
dents with the background and skills needed to teach the
English language.
Assistant English profes,sor Johanna Rubha said most
native English speakers don’t think about the rules of the
language. In the TESL program, students learn those rules.
They take 50 units in subjects such as theoretical and applied
linguistics, intercultural communication and TESL theories
and methods.
“Students walk out ot the progratn with knowledge of the
priK'ess ot learning a .seci>nd language — the cognitive
processes people go through and the typical difficulties they
experience,” she said.
Rubha added that TESL is ideal tor students who are inter
ested in teaching in a bilingual program or in a school that
has students with different linguistic backgrounds.
English senior Julie Langenheim said that the TESL cer
tificate also facilitates travel and learning. She is currently
interning at EARTH University in C^osta Rica and teaching
an ESL (English as a second language) class to complete the
certificate.
“It there are students who are English tnajors, or who have
a high proficiency in English .ind are interested in travel and
learning from other cultures, it is the perfect path,” she said.
“I am niiw able to follow my dreams and travel the world,
while providing an important service and learning from
every person and place 1 encounter.”
TESL program cixirdinator Dr. John Battenburg said it
dtxrs n«H seek to make people moniilinguistic, where every
one speaks the same language.
“It encourages people to learn English, hut alsti to main
tain using their own native language,” he said.
TESL raises an awareness ot the English language.
English senior Ryan Gallagher said that with the TESL
certificate, students have opportunities that are unavailable
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Wheeler found his answer, hut mit
until he went to Thailand.
Betöre Wheeler traveled to the
“Land ot Smiles,” however, he needed
to yo throuf’h some experiences that
would intluence the course ot his life.
To know Wheeler at Cal Poly was to
know a youn« m.in who had a hi^>
heart. In his treshman year, Wheeler
was in a rowdy dorm on campus. He
applied tor a transfer and when he (,'ot
it, he wound up in a dorm room that
couldn’t have been more opposite.
“1 ended up with a Christian room
mate who t»ot up in the morniny and
prayed, readinjj his Rihle," Wheeler
said.
Because ot this, Wheeler het:an to
explore his own faith hy >>ettin},' up and
studyini: the Bihle as well. The result
was what he called his “conversion
experience.”
In those quiet moments, Wheeler
also felt like he was called to he more.
He hej;ait to actively involve himself
in the Newman C^itholic Cxntcr, and
he participated in world hun^jer con
ferences that later formed the C'ampus
Hunyer Ca>alition.
“1 was very active and Became
(CTlC’s) president for a year,” Wheeler
said.
Through CH(^ he encouraged dorm
residents to fast tor a day and tt) donate
the money that would have Been used
ti>r tiHKi to the erhurch W»>rld Service.
Aliuniny his major with G<k1 pro
duced a challenge that eventually
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Geoffrey Wheeler, a 1983 graduate, stands in front of his business in
Thailand. The Centre for Vocational Building Technology employs 10 peo
ple and makes roofing tiles.
Broujjht him to a campus counselor.
He rememhered reading this quote
during his visit: “Hue to circumstances
heyond my control, I’m captain of my
ship, master ot my soul.”
“From this, 1 knew 1 needed to take
responsibility of my lite and do what 1
wanted tt) do with it,” Wheeler
remembered.
eVie day in the liBrar>’, stnin after his
visit with the counselor, he came

across a mazarine called “Appropriate
Technology.”
“In this, I tound where enKineeriny
tits into missionary work,” he said.
Wheeler learned that the applica
tion ot appropriate technology is to
provide people in less-developed areas
with jobs and aid using the technolo
gies and resources available to them.

see WHEELER, page 2

see TESL, page 2

Students turn senior
projects into ventures
By Robin N ichols
M U STA N G D A ILY STA FF W RITER

Senior projects are something
that some students dread, some look
forward to and .ill have to complete.
Two C^ll Poly students took advan
tage ot this requirement and m.ivK
their ideas into re.ility.
Business >enior Lric Medina
decided r<? st.irt his own i lothing
line. Pen I t He remembers getting
the i«.le I tor the ttame when he was
voting.
“St'ineone wrote ‘Pen 15’ on my
h.ind and said, ‘You’re part ot the
Pen 15 club.’ It means penis because
it Itioks like that (when the figure 15
is used),” Medina said.
The theme ot the line is five sepa

rate dimensions: surf, skate, snow,
sex and sound.
“The target audience is people
wht) are into tun, active countercul
ture. Humor is a major parr of it,"
Medina said.
The clothing line stemmed from
his .ictu.il senior project, which is .in
integrated m.irketing plan tor his
business 450, promotion strategies,
cl.iss. He brought together tools
le.irned in business classes, such as
.idvertising, Internet m.irketing,
s.iles promotion and event sponsor
ship. The marketing plan would be
pitched to venture capitalists, people
who could sponsor the ctimpany. It
would outline to a potential .sponsor
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Music
seniors
Brian
Blackstock,
left, and Bill
Selak are
working
with sound
equipment
for Rockin
R Records.
The seniors
started the
business as
part of
their senior
project.
ALISON CLARKE/

see PROJECTS, page 2
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WHEELER
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continued from page 1

continued from page 1

For inst.incc, he came across an
article on Zimhahwe about a smallscale machine that made eyn carti>ns. The people in that country
were sutterinf^ from protein deficien
cies because ettys were rottini;’ in
warehouses and there weren’t means
to ship them. The machine available
only produced enouj^h ey^ cartons in
a day that would last them a year,
creating the need tor this smaller
and more appropriate machine.
IX-spite this profound discovery,
however, Wheeler didn’t pursue his
own blend of entjineeriny and mis
sionary work riyht away.
.After two years, he did something;
some mi^iht call drastic. He joined
the Maryknoll C'arholic Foreitjn
Mission Society of .America in 1985
and bewail studying to be a monk.
On this theoUi^ical path, he trav
eled to Thailand and beyan ti) j^et to
know the people he would soon
spend his life helping. In 1987, he
met one person who miyht have put
a fork in his path; her name was
Yupin Khamdaenn.
When he came back to America,
Khamdaeni’ and Wheeler betjan to
correspond. .At about the same time,
.ind not just because i>f Khamdaeni,
he started ti> question whether he
was truly called to be a monk.
"You put »m a ylove, and it fits or
It doesn’t,” he explained.
So, after realirint; the (»love didn’t
fit, Wheeler moved to Thailand in
1990 and married Khamdaenu soon
.ifter.
He arrived in the North Eastern
parr of Thailand, known as ISAN, in
the hot season, which begins in
March and ends in May. Hurin>j this
time, Wheeler remembered that this
sm.ill vill.iije of about 500 would
increase in size as family members
who worked in Banykok bejjan filterinv: home to celebrate the Buddhist
New Year, or Son^kran, in mid.April.
".After Sonykran, they all disap
peared and went back to work in
Banttkok," Wheeler said. "1 thtuinht
It was Si) sad and that it would be
nice if they cmild have jobs here."
In Thailand, most families from
towns outside of B.inykok have to
send someone from the familv to yo
work there in order to survive.
Parents leave their children and
their parents, and only visit them
once a year. Youny women become
prostitutes because they can make
quick money ind support their fami
lies back home. Klony Toey, the
laryest slum in Bangkok, is filled
with many of these ISAN villaners.

Read
Gonzo
It's good
for you.

on my hand and said,
‘you’re part of the Pen ¡5
all the aspects of the business, such
as how to yet into the market and club.’
possible budyets. This will be used in
the future when Medina plans to
market Pen 15 clothiny.
"I feel that my clothiny would do
well with people who like Pornstar,”
Medina said. "1 want it to be both a
band and a company, so that 1 could
sell the clothiny when we play."
After he builds the resources to
start the business, he wants to relo
cate to San Dieyo, he said. He has
no plans to sell his clothiny on the
Central Coast.
Music senior Bill Selak also chose
to utilize business skills Kir his .senior
project. He became producer and
recordiny enyineer tor the record
Wheeler,
above, inspects label Rockin Records, joininy with
music senior Brian Blackstock and
compressed
earth blocks
label president Dean DiSandro.
with one of his
“My senior project was to produce
employees. A
a CD. It went from recruitiny the
villager, left, is bands to dealiny with contracts to
making con
bookiny times with them, then
crete tiles.
recordiny, mixiny and masteriny,”
Wheeler gives
Selak said.
Thailand's
The CI^ that he worked to proNorth Eastern
iluce is called “Cycle," and it con
villagers a
chance to work tains 12 .sonys from eiyht local
closer to home bands.
“(Our yoal) is to promote the
by paying
them for each
local music scene, to yive bands a
concrete tile
way to yet music out to the world,”
that they
Selak said. “This yives students a
make.
chance to experience their music,
connect artists and briny the com
CASSANDRA JONES/
munity into it.”
MUSTANG DAILY
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TESL
continued from page 1

Knowing all of this, Wheeler
beyan to wonder what he could do
tor Khamdaenn’s people. At that
time, he stayed in a villaner’s home
that had a tin nuif, and because it
was the hot season, that riH>f ampli
fied the heat even more.
Then, he remembered that mana:ine he first saw in Cal Poly’s library.
In it was an ad tor making vibrated
concrete nnitinn tiles.
S), Wheeler ordered the kit, and
with the help ot outside investors, he
tauyht some villafjers how to make
these tiles. More importantly, he
taught them how to make money
closer to home. At first, he only had
four employees.
Later, the Centre for VtKational
BuildinK Technology was horn,
which today employs 10 people and
makes more than just roofing tiles.
The villatjers have learned to
make compre.ssed earth blocks and

concrete tiles K>r outdcxir walkways,
as well as use the technoloyies and
resources available to them. One
such technoloyy is a medicine Kutle
sold at the local pharmacy that the
villayers use to dilute an additive
used to make the concrete tiles
stronyer.
Giviny people a chance to make a
liviny near their families means the
world to Wheeler, somethiny he
understiH)d even better after the
birth of his son six years ayo.
Now that the dust from his jinirney is settliny down, Wheeler can
see what his life plan was all alony.
Like most journeys, however,
Wheeler’s is still continuiny.
“Riyht now, the main thiny in my
life is to yet my house built,”
Wheeler said.
He and his wife are expectiny
their second bahy in October.

to others.
“Ytui’re pretty much hirable wher
ever you yo because Enylish is the
new linyua franca (lanyuaye) of the
world,” he said. “It’s the lanyuaye yt>u
need to know.”
Battenbury sitid that Enylish lan
yuaye teachiny is a multi-billion dol
lar industr\’ worldwide and that the
United States and Great Britain are
very involved in it. TESL prt>yram
participants can intern in interna
tional liKations like 0)sta Rica and
Thailand t>r l(Kally at the California
Men’s Qilony. TESL positums are
currently available all over the world,
especially in Eastern Europe and

Eric Medina
business senior
of his major with an emphasis in
recordiny.
“1 rhink Cal Poly only yives you so
much real-world experience. 1 want
ed to pursue a recordiny career, and
this was how 1 was yoiny to do that,”
Selak .said.
Fie also had strony feelinys about
the local music scene.
“There’s so much talent locally
that no one is doiny anythiny with.
There’s yreat music, and the music
scene just sucks. It’s very frustratiny
to an artist in the community,” he
said.
The Cl") is beiny sold locally at
Cheap Thrills and Boo Boo Records,
as well as in the University Uniini
on Thursday and Friday. Selak is
unsure ot what the future holds tor
the company.
“We’ll take it one day at a time.
Each band will sell records individu
ally at shows. If we are able to sell
more than 1,000 (CTX) and be succes.sful, the company will purchase
more. We’re talk iny to local radio
stations, and KCPR will (talk about
it) on the Local Beat on Wednesday
niyht," he said.
Students can learn more about
Rockin
R
Records
on
www.epcweb.com.
Stnith East Asia. For example, yraduates of the proyram have worked in
I5t>tswana, Ireland and Kazakhstan.
“To yet into the proyram students
need to see me, let me know where
they are, what they want to do, where
they want to yo and then start takiny
classes," Battenbury said.
Gallayher said that he wanted to
yet his TESL certificate st> that he
could travel, but expressed concern at
teachiny Third World countries
Enylish.
“Teachiny Enylish to Third World
countries can allow them to he more
prosperous, but do 1 want them to
emulate our rat raceT he asked.
“T hat’s the dilemma in teachiny
Enylish.”
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Cal Poly club to launch rocket
By C h ristin e Pow ell
M U STA N G D A ILY S TA FF W R ITER

On June 18, the Cal Poly Space
Systems cluh (CPSS) plans to
launch a 9.5-toot rocket, nanted the
StarBtH)ster 200, which was huilt
with a National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)
yrant.
The motivation tor the project
came trom Starcratter Boosters, Inc.,
which presented a desijjn to NASA
and the U.S. Air Force tt>r .i reusable
rocket booster system, called a
reusable j»lidehack booster.
The aircratt, huilt tor the purpose
ot explonnjj the concept ot tlyahle
booster rockets, is not a standard
rocket contiyuration.
Boosters, or tirst sta^e, are used to
power the main, or second-stajie
portion, ot the rocket intt) space.
The makeup ot the aircratt devi
ates from traditional rockets, which
have boosters that are not reusable.
Once a rocket is launched into
space, standard boosters take a cratt
to a predetermined altitude. The
boosters then detach, tall to the
Earth and are never used ayain.
The tirst-stajje booster system
th.it CPSS has created will drive the
rocket into «.pace, and then, when
the rocket reaches its peak altitude,
or .ipoiiee, a remote control system
is switched tin .ind the rocket is
tlown as a jjlider into a convention<il aircratt landing’.
In order to ensure that the rocket
design would tly at the size that will
soon be launched, the club has built
and experimented with a total ot
tive ditterent-sized m odels since
October 1999.

Atter building a 4-toot model,
club adviser Pianne Peturris wrote a
proposal to N.ASA explaining the
club’s project strategy. The response
from NASA’s Langley Research
C^Miter was a urant ot $4,000 and a
digital camera tor dcKumentation
and updated reports on the Web
site.
L.annlcy Reseafeh Center has
beyiin a feasibility study of this pro
ject, which may culminate in a deci
sion on whether to support the pro
duction ot the StarBiHister.
H-ivinn CPSS build a scale model
of the rocket provides important
tliyht characteristics, such as pertorminj» a stable climb, tlyinjz back
and makinji a sate landing. The
rocket will be demonstrated in order
to decide whether or not NAS.A

should fund the StarBooster
reusable tirst-staye booster product.
CPSS, with approximately 30
members from the majors of
mechanical, electrical and aeronau
tical entiineerinji, has been w'orkint»
on the project for one year.
The project is student-run, and
most ot the work was done in the
jjara^e ot club member and project
manai'er Trevor Foster, an aeronau
tical enjiineeriny sophomore.
Peturris, Cal Poly’s tirst female
faculty member in the aeronautical
enj’ineerinj’ department, credits the
success ot completing; the project to
the dedication that the students in
the club have had throuj;hout the
year.
“CPSS has really dedicated peo
ple who are willinj; to do a lot ot
work,’’ Peturris said.
Pavid Vandenburj;, a j;raduatinj;
electrical engineering; senior and
club member for three years, said
the project has been beneficial
because students were able to feel a
sense ot completion and accom
plishment of a project worked on
trom beyinninj; to end.
“C"al Poly’s philosophy ot ‘learn
by doinj;’ was really exemplified in
this project,” Vandenburj; said.
This is Peturris’ second year with
C^il Poly, and she said that the pro
ject tor next year will either be to
make this one bij;j;er or to test other
desij;ns tiir reusable boosters.
For more information, pictures
and
upd.ited
reports,
visit
www.calpoly.edu/~aero/clubs/cp.ss.
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Online-only
auction nets
thousands for
U C Berkeley

(U-WIRE) BERKELEY — How
much would you pay tor a used toorball
jersey.' For some C2al sports fans, quite a
bit, especially it the jersey belonj;ed to
an athletic lej;eiul.
Throuj;h an online-only auction
that ran from May 7 rhrouj;h 26, UC
I3erkeley raised more than $ 172,300 tor
CJal’s athletic sclmlarship fund.
.As the tirst university athletic
department to conduct this bij; ot ati
online auction, C'al’s athletic depart
ment partnered with sponsor Yahoo! to
make the otiline auction the bit;<;est
ch.irity auction the Web site has ever
hosted, according; to John Flolroyd, co
chair ot the C'yl3ear auction commit
tee.
Holroyd attributed the auction’s
success to its use ot the hiternet, w'hich
II;
allowed bidders j;reater access than in a
traditional auctiott format.
“You really have the p<itential tor
people to partictpate all across the
j;lobe,” he said.
Tlie auction’s success also hinj;ed on
the work ot the numerous volunteers
and Kevin Reneau, associate director
ot communicattons and marketing;,
Holroyd said.
“It it weren’t tor that j;roup ot peo
ple, we would have ver> tew items,” he
viid.
Tlie auction boasted more than 3CX2
items, many donated by C'al .sjxirts
stars.
Former C'al water polo coach and
two-time Olympiati Kirk Everist auc
tioned oft a coachinj; session tor kids,
and basketball coach Ben Braun
Above, a
ottered a dinner tor 14 in Simoma.
recent trial
UC Berkeley alumni contributed to
run of a
the auction as well. Sati Franctsco
rocket model Cliants Vice President Larry Baer
built in con
pitched in Pac Bc-ll Park seats and the
junction with opjMrtunity to be- the Giants’ batKiy tir
NASA.
j;trl tor the day.
Amy Task, who works tor the
Left, several Oakland Raiders, donated luxur>' Kix
students
sc'ats <ind preyatne playing field access.
from the Cal
Sptirts stars Steve Younj;, Jerry Rice,
Poly Space
and Shaquille O’Neal als*i provided
Systems club the auction with items. Youtij; and
carry a rock Rice Kith contributed jersc'ys, while
et prototype O’Neal donated one pair ot his size 22
for testing at shiK's.
Maddox
Not all donors were sptirts stars —
Farms in
plenty ot tans chippc'd in.
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FOUNDATION EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CANDIDATE FORUMS
The Consultative Committee for the Foundation Executive Director would like to invite you to meet the candidates.
Specialty forums have been scheduled for groups with common interests. If you are unable to attend your affinity
group forum, please attend one of the other forums. All forums will be held in the Foundation Administration
Building (15), Room 135 unless denoted by an asterisk*, which will be held in i5-124
Candidate
Frank Mumford

Date
5/26

Campus Oppn Forum
9:10 a.m.-9:55 a.m.

Research Forum
3:10 p.m.-3:55 p.m.

Student Forum
2:10 p.m.-2:55 p.m.

Faculty Forum
10:10 a.m.-10:55 a.m.

TBA call X 6-1121

6/5

10:10 a.m.-10:55 a.m.

2:10 p.m.-2:55 p.m.

11:10 a.m.-11:55 a.m.

4:10 p.m.-4:55 p.m.

Lynn Sien

6/7

9:10 a.m.- 9:55 a.m.*

10:10 a.m. -10:55 a.m.*

3:10 p.m.-3:55 p.m.*

11:10 a.m.-11:55 a.m *

Robin Foote

6/9

9:10 a.m.-9:55 a.m.

10:10 a.m.-10:55 a.m.

3:10 p.m.-3:55 p.m.

11:10 a.m.-11:55 a.m.

Peter Henschel

6/14

9:10 a.m.-9:55 a.m.

10:10 a.m.-10:55

11:10 a.m .-ll:55 a m

2:10 p.m.-2:55 p.m.

('al basketball tan and CAnintinii;
C'rows lead sinj;er .Adam Duritz donat
ed a sij;ne(.l electric guitar atul concert
tickets, which stild tor $1,000.
Idle most expensive item, however,
was a set ot passes to an exclusive S u|xt
I3owl party hosted by ulx-r-ayent Leij;h
Steinlx-rj;, which raked in $6,400.

It the university holds another auc
tion, it will build on this year’s success.
Holroyd emphasized that, as the
bij;j;est auction ot its kind, this year’s
event serv ed an educational purpose.
“Most importantly, we’re well alonj;
the leamitij; curve,” he said.
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Stir it up with
N ew York
Driving Day

S

ick ot the luirrendous parkinf» situation on campus?
Aching tor a hit of national media coverage tor Cal
Poly? Want to help the less tortunate of San Luis
Ohispo County? Concerned hy our lack of diversity?
Think this place needs a hit of institution-sanctioned fun?
1 met an individual this past weekend, Jordan Small, who
may just have a solution: New York l>iving Day.
Somewhere between Shasta Hall and dow'ntown,
Small shared with me his vision tor bringing Cal Poly
together. New York Driving Day would he a schoolsponsored event when students with cars would he
encouraged to drive to campus in an effort to flood the
campus roadways while students without cars would take
the opptirtunity to riot tor the causes most important to
them. This would then stimulate the humper-to-humper
driving conditions of New York City.
I'h.inng the weeks leading up to the massive invasion,
driving students would he encour
aged to enroll in classes discussing
Megan
New York etiquette and acceptable
uses of profanity, which would also
Arenaz
encourage students to embrace New
England attitudes. On NYDD students would apply the
knowledge gained hy yelling obscenities at one another in
distinguished New York accents.
Students participating in the riots would watch film
clips from last November’s WTO protests and the more
recent IMF gathering in order to make their rioting as
realistic as possible. Resident advisers, ciKirdinators of stu
dent development and other interested campus staff —
perhaps judicial Affairs would like to get a piece of this
action — could he trained in the art of crowd control.
Fire hydrants could he utilized if the administration was
so inclined, and perhaps the Sports Complex could finally
he put to use as a strategy planning area. And, finally, the
rumors aKuit how Yosemite and Sierra Madre were
designed after prisons could he put to rest: Tlie resident
halls could he used as nuKk prisons tor mcKk arrests.
In a further effort to create a reasonable facsimile ot
New York, as well as aid the large number ot homeless
in San Luis Ohispo County, homeless individuals would
he invited to campus. If, at any point, they were
inclined to wash car windshields, drivers would he
required to pay a minimum ot $1 tor the service.
Such an event would grab the national media and
academia’s attention instantly. Where else in this countr>has there been the execution ot such a revolutionary and
large-scale event that fosters massive student involve
ment, benefits the less tortunate, offers an opportunity to
embrace diversity and provides significantly more enter
tainment than Poly’s lacking sptirts teams? New York
IViving l>ay would K- a fascinating gathering tor stxiologi.sts and an opportunity tor Cal Poly to strengthen the
reputation ot our liberal arts programs. Maybe President
Raker would be m) kind as to make a cameo.
1know this event has promise and nx>m tor many more
suggestions and purposes. Would it be a complicated event
to orchestrate? Yes. Would it be .somewhat expensive? Yes.
Would it be more entertaining and gratifying to the uni
versity than a new climbing wall? Oh, yes. 1 suggest the
“new" AsMK'iated Students Inc. jump on the New York
Driving Day bandwagon .md students begin clamoring for
Mich an event hetore someone else steals our limelight.
Megan Arenaz is an environmental horticulture sci
ences freshman.
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Letters regarding Barnaby Hughes' May 25 column
Column was slap in the face
Editor,

John Stuart Mill once stated: “War is a
horrible thing, but not the most horrible.
Far worse is the decay ot the moral and
patriotic feelings of those who feel noth
ing is worth dying for. It is only through
the exertions of men better than them
who keep them free."
1 am not sure if Barnaby Hughes
intended for his column (“Freedom is not
something to fight for”) to be published
before Memorial Day; nonetheless, it was.
1 cannot imagine a bigger slap in the face
to the men and women who laid down
their lives tor Barnaby’s freedom to express
the following statement: “The act ot fight
ing tor freedom is perhaps the worst
hyptKrisy of all since it masquerades as a
noble, virtuous thing.”
Who are you, Barnaby Hughes, to ques
tion the nobility and virtue ot the men
and women who have died for your free
dom? 1 understand your desire for world
peace but suggest that you have pursued it
in a most hurtful and misguided fashion. 1
only hope that this letter causes you to
stop and think for a moment on the pain
and grief your article may cause to the
friends and family of soldiers killed, whose
life and cause you have declared worthless.
Ethan Guthauser is a history junior.

Freedom is not better
than death — period
Editor,

“Freedom is not something to fight for,”
claims history junior Barnaby Hughes.
Here’s a bit of history for you, Mr. Hughes.
On March 23, 1775, Patrick Henry
implored his fellow Virginians to draw up
their arms in self-defense, ending his
speech with those now infamous words: “1
know not what course others may take;
but as for me, give me liberty or give me
death.” I’m inclined to agree.
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Mr. Hughes would lead us to believe
that peace is more important than free
dom — that compared to the supremacy
of peace, freedom is but an ancillary.
Peace is meaningless without freedom!
Should slaves not revolt for the sake of
peace? They should just make signs with
terse little slogans and picket their mas
ters, right? A little civil disobedience will
set their captors straight! Unfortunately,
as history has often shown us, slaves aren’t
taught to read or write. Worse yet, any
protests they may make, peaceful or not,
are invariably met with lethal retaliation.
Make no mistake, civil disobedience is
preferable to violence, but there are times
when conflict becomes a necessity.
Not only is peace more important than
freedom to Mr. Hughes, but fighting for
freedom “is selfish and hypocritical” and
not worth dying tor. 1 am both angered
and insulted by these statements. Our
grandparents fought and died to protect
our freedom from the Nazis, who were so
eager to take it. Should we have been
tolerant of the Nazi agenda so as to avoid
hypocrisy? The founders iT this great
country also fought and died for the free
doms to which we have all become st)
accustomed. Were these acts of selfish
ness? We, as benefactors from their lives,
ought to pay them some respect and
honor their sacrifices. It is the least we
can do. Thus your impudence, Mr.
Hughes, is a slap in the face of all those
who gave their lives so that their chil
dren and grandchildren might someday
have the chance to live tree and
autonomous lives.
Views like Mr. Hughes’ have become all
ttxi common. Just as it’s easy for the rich
to spurn those who work exhaustively to
advance the social ladder, it is easy for
Americans to frown at those who would
fight to earn their freedom.
Chris Ray is a Cuesta College sophomore.
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Respect freedom fighters
Editor,

Excuse me, but “freedom is danger
ous”? What is that all about? Let me say
that my friends and 1 were thoroughly
disgusted to read “Freedom is not some
thing to fight for” by Mr. Barnaby
Hughes. Although he makes some outra
geous claims, we must forgive Mr.
Hughes, who 1 could probably add has
never had his freedom ripped out from
under his feet for his upmost disrespect
of our nation’s lost soldiers. How it can
be possible to claim that freedom is not
worth dying for is unbelievable to me.
Have we, in this beautiful country
where nothing ever goes wrong, forgot
ten the millions of Jewish war prisoners
held by German Nazis in World War 11?
Just one day in Auschwitz would have
crushed me, let alone the years of terror
that so many people lived through. And
you dare to claim that “no matter how
bad life can get, surely (it is) better to
live than to die?” Obviously not, my
friend.
And what of our own soldiers, who
you seem so willing to protect, when you
forget that they were deployed to protect
us! Might 1 remind you that you may not
even be here right now were it not for
our quest to fight for demtKracy? Or
would you have been one to watch as
your freedom was stamped out by an
invading force, one who cared little to
listen to your neighborly “peace talks”?
Some of us fight for ourselves and some
of us fight for our collective freedom;
either way, freedom will always be worth
fighting tor. True happiness will come
through peace, but it serves us well to
respect those who fought to gain that
serenity.
Simon Hibbert is a city and regional plan
ning sophomore.
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Popular female models are
hardly ‘typical form or style^
All models are heautitul.
T hat’s why they ^et paid the big
“There are no ugly models because nobody wants to
bucks to pose for a camera and
have their faces plastered on page see them. Models are chosen for their beauty and
after page of fashion and advertis their ability to capture attention and create desire.’*
ing spreads.
Here are a few definitions of the The article profiled a number of
No one. There are no ugly mod
word “model” from the Random
women who had some sort of cos els because no one wants to see
House Dictionary of the English
metic enhancement done, includ
them. Models are chosen for their
Language:
ing a woman who has her lips
beauty and their ability to capture
No.
injected with collagen on a regular attention and create desire.
basis because she likes the poutyThough the definition of beauty
stan
lip look.
has changed and reformed itself
dard or example for imitation or
As far as definition No. 7 goes, over time, there has always been
comparison.”
models are not of a typical form
some ideal that people have striv
No. 5: “A person, especially an or style. Something stands out
en toward.
attractive young woman, whose
about them that attracts and
In the Renaissance period, fullprofession is posing with, wear
intrigues people to look at them
figured women were the subjects
ing, using or demonstrating a
and, in many cases, worship
of paintings. In Elizabethan
product for purposes of display or them.
times, pale complexions were
advertising.”
These women who are paid to
coveted.
No. 7: “Of a typical form or
pose for cameras and make mil
Today, tall, thin women and
style.”
lions as faces for advertisements
sharp-jawed muscular men are
Let’s start with No. 1. Models
make the money because of one
the ideals. How these ideals came
are typically tall (at least 5 feet 7
thing: We love them.
to be, 1 cannot say. Regardless,
inches tall) and thin, have flawless
Who wants to see clothes hang they have become the standards,
complexions, and at least one fea ing unflatteringly on a pear-shaped
and the people who meet or
ture that stands out.
woman? Who wants to wear the
exceed these standards become
In a siKiety wrought with
same makeup as someone whose
figureheads, or models, of today’s
anorexic young people, is being
skin would worry a dermatologist?
society.
“model-thin” overrated?
Who wants to wear a cologne
Plastic surgery is on the rise. 1
whose ad shows an unattractive
Sarah Goodyear is a journalism
recently read a Glamour article
man standing alone in a rixmi full junior and a Mustang Daily staff
titled, “Can you tell what is fake.’”
writer.
of women?
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Letter to the editor
some buddies and “really hit the
rocks.” If you want to endanger
other people’s lives by sending
Editor,
them to Bishop Peak before they
Fifty thousand dollars. What
have the proper knowledge and
could I do with that kind of money,
technique, that’s your business.
Mr. Drake? I’d do exactly what the
Poly Escapes is in the business of
people of Poly Escapes are going to
teaching and exploring, and we do
do; they’re going to build a new
it in the safest manner possible.
climbing wall. The column you
When done properly, rock climbing
wrote last Wednesday was a classic
example of what is wrong with poli is one of the safest sports out there.
tics, especially at this university — When you and a couple of buddies
head to the rocks because you think
too many people talking for the
sake of exercising their jaws and for you know what you are doing, you
no other purpose. You want reasons are a threat to yourself and those
why a new climbing wall is needed? around you.
For $10 per quarter, students can
Here they are:
climb anytime they want on the
The wall was indeed built 10
wall. The new wall will be open
years ago as a senior project and
longer and more often and will pro
was designed to last five years. It
vide countless opportunities for stu
served its purpose well, but it’s
dents to challenge themselves, both
deteriorating.
physically and mentally. This new
How about I build you a car for
wall isn’t just a good thing, it is a
my senior project and let you use
great thing. It might just put that
and abuse it every day in San Luis
farce of a gym — The Crux — out of
Obispo’s “oh-so-harsh” climate.
After 10 years and several thousand business. It will be recognized as a
landmark in an otherwise drear\’ —
passengers, let’s say the engine
starts to give out, the transmission
looking University Union.
slips, the body is rusting and the
Like it or not, climbing is a great
windows are cracked. Are you
new sport with excellent people
going to slap on some new tires and teaching it at the Escape Route.
a new muffler and keep on driving
The students of Cal Poly deserve
it? I don’t think so; you’re going to
the best, and with this new' wall,
replace it.
that is exactly what they’re getting.
You also indicated that you
climbed the wall a few times and
Steve Schuenem an is a Cal Poly
then went to Bishop Peak with
materials engineering graduate.

New climbing wall is
exactly what Poly needs

162* ways to get ahead this summer .
• Complete your Cal Poly degree faster
• Complement your Cal Poly coursework
• Connect your career goals and personal interests

Walk-In Registration

Late Registration

Saturday, June 3
Monday-Friday, June 5-9
Monday-Tuesday, June 12-13

Begins June 19

Classes start June 19 at SLO Campus and North County Campus
Two, four, six and eight-week sessions
Open Class List: www.cuesta.org Class Schedules: Cal Poly Library
More Information: 546-3126 or 591-6200
^approximate number o f credit classes Cuesta College is offering this summer at the San Luis Obispo and North County campuses.
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Letters to the editor
ous taiths claim him tu he*, is the
Ciod ot science, mathematics,
anthropolof.;y — everythin^»! He
Editor,
doesn’t take a shot it evolution is
I m)ticc\l that the Mustang’ l^iily
true or false. Thus, there should he
has haJ a tew letters re^arJiny ereabsolutely no tu.ss over this matter. It
atiimism anJ evi>liition. It appears
is altogether a non-issue. The Bible
that advocates ot either teel that
teaches us matters ot taith pertaininji
they are opposites. There are scMiie
to ethics and salvation. It does nor
who teel that both cait coexist with
teach us science or anythin^,' outside
out problems.
this realm.
1 may he one ot these people.
Therefore, let us stop bickering
You see, 1 don’t think that cre
over two ideas that have yet to he
ationism and evolution are necessari
proven empirically. Both have evi
ly antinomies. Neither needs to he
dence to stack up tor themselves, hut
set up in opposition to the other.
Both may initi.illy appear to he con the two Stacks do not conflict.
Evolutionists who teel it necessary to
tradictory, hut close analysis will
attack creationism, j>et over rr^ inf» to
show that discipline-wise, they can
scoff at (ihrisrianity, Judaism and
stand together.
Islam. Oeationists w'ho like to pur
First, let’s k)ok at creationism. k''t
evolution on trial, stop trying to pit
course, this would need to he taken
taith against science and realize that
tri>m a Biblical stance. Genesis
speaks ot the creation ot the heavens God did not choose to deliberately
define his work down to the letter
and the earth and all hvinti thintts.
tor us. Just because it says, “Then
Thus, two conclusions can he
God
said ... and it was ^ood," doesn’t
reached hy the Genesis account:
Gixl is an intinite heinj::, i'ltd he cre- mean it tells you exactly what he
did. You accept mysteries like a vir<ited all thing’s. This, my triends, is
where the lesson ends. Christians,
Jews and Muslims enjoy the text as
pivotal to .some decree, acciirdinj’ to
their respeeme taiths.
Lookinj’ at evolution, we see a
pletlmra ot scientitic stances with
regards to theories such as the hettinninti ot the universe, the heyinninij
ot the planet Harth and the het»inniny ot life. There is the study ot
astronomy to understand the uni
verse and its teatures. There is the
study ot plate movemiMit to under
stand the w.iy the earth moves.
There are the studies ot hioloyy,
anthropoloi;y and physics to underst.ind lite and how it has come to he
.ind how it tunctions within natural
law. These, ot course, are onlv tiny
examples that tuel the theory ot evo
lution.
We note from evtilution that per
haps Earth he^an with a “Bij; Bany,"
or humans evolved trom apes. lYx's
this make the creation story null?

Creation, evolution are
not mutually exclusive

Mustang Daily

Judicial Affairs ca.se that starred in
early November and w'as finally
resolved in February.
1 was nervous Ktiinj’ into my first
Kin morher and the incarnation, so
meetinji with Ms. Trejienza; however,
accept the mystery ot how man came
1 was confident that once my side ot
to he.
the story had been told, she w\)uld
I am a C?hristian, and 1 do ques
tion a lot t)f w'hat the thet)r>' ot evt)- understand that 1 was not ^juilty ot
lution entails strictly trom a scientit the thinjis 1 had been charj»ed with. I
was wronji. Ms. Treyenza related to
ic standpoint. 1 teel evolution is
more rhan just fossil records and his me during my initial meetinji with
tory*. My taith is focused on morality her that she was not familiar with
the specifics ot parts ot my ca.se.
and my relationship with God and
my brothers and sisters. 1 really don’t However, at the conclusion ot that
meeting, she recommended a pun
care how I came to he hut only how
ishment — suspension fur a quarter
1 will end up to he.
trom the university — without look
Michael Deem is a philosophy ing,' into those specifics reyardin^' my
case. I was anyry and appalled that I
sophomore.
had been judged so quickly and that
a harsh punishment had been
Judicial Affairs judged such
considered tor me.
without due process
I left that first meetinjj teelinj’
Editor,
like I had no rights and wonderinji
I have resisted the urne to write
where I went wronq, when the
several times reij.irdintj the subject ot truth was that I had done nothinj>
Judicial Affairs. However, atter read wron}» — just because 1 acted in a
ing Shannon .Akins’ editorial
manner that Ms. Trejienza did not
(“Judicial Affairs is just doinji its
aj»ree with did not make my actions
job,” May 24), I now need to put my wronj>. 1 spent the tollowin« meet
ing with Ms. Treyenza tryin^j to
2 cents in. I was involved in a

2

0

prove my innocence to her, when
by law it should have been rhe
other way around. 1 was entitled to
procedural due process, which is
defined by Webster as procedure
“which hears before it condemns ...
and renders judj’ment only atter
trial."
1 took different paths to class
because walking by the administra
tion buildinti niade me ill. 1 consid
ered transferrinji because 1 was so
incredibly turned off by the response
I received trom Ms. Treyenz.i, a rep
resentative ot the university. Had it
not been tor the support ot triends
and family, the jiiiidance ot a profes
sor, and the help ot a lawyer encourayinti me not to settle ftir the suspen
sion, 1 could not have made it
throuj’h the three months ot emo
tional hell 1 had to yo through
because 1 was judged so quickly. In
the future, Ms. Akins, you mitjht
consider beinj» more careful about
the stance you take rejiardiny an
issue it you haven’t experienced it —
e.specially it it involves Judicial
.Affairs.
Laura Dere is a kinesiology junior.
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No! Cienesis is not a science Kxik,
nor does it claim to he. It merely
shows the rel.itionship K'tween ijod
and his creation. It dixs not explicit
ly state how CmkI did thinys or his
plans in the carryinij out ot his work,
(.jcnesis simplv credits G ikI as the
author ot all tantjihle things. It has
ijaps in Its stt>r\, allowinij tor much
speculatum. .Atter all, no one was
there to realiv observe how ever\thinu worked out.

It scientists were to priive cwolution to he true tomorrow, this would
not vlisprove any taith that endorses
creatiotiism. Ciod, it he is what vari
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MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
YOU CAN PURCHASE CAL POLY CLOTHING,
GIFTS, GENERAL BOOKS & SCHOOL SUPPLIES AT

Letter policy
Columns, cartoons and let
ters reflect the views of their
authors and do not necessarily
reflect those of Mustang Daily.
Mustang Daily reserves the
right to edit letters for grammar,
profanities and length. Please
limit length to 350 words.
Mustang Daily encourages
comments on editorial policy
and university affairs. Letters
should be typewritten and
signed with major and class
standing. Preference is given to
e-mailed letters.They can be
mailed, faxed, delivered or emailed to opinion@mustangdaity.calpoly.edu
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Iget a head start for summer and fall classes!
w w \/v .e lc a r m lb a a k s ta r e .c D m
Sale excludes: computer hardware, peripherals & software, film & photo supplies, film processing, music CDs,
catalogs & schedules, class rings & graduation supplies, special orders, courseware, and sale merchandise.

disillusioned with news writing conven
tions. His article,"The Kentucky Derby is
Mustang Daily staff writers have been
Decadent and Depraved," has become a
handcuffed, so to speak, for the last 141
model of journalism without the rules and
issues. Day in and day out, we're bound to
without objectivity.
the structured regiment of newspaper writ
The stories included in today's Gonzo
ing. Leads, nut graphs, transitions, quotes —
edition follow in Thompson's footsteps.
journalists live and die by these newspaper
They tell reporters' stories about covering a
essentials.
story or about nothing in particular.They
That's where Gonzo comes in. For the
wander into fiction occassionally, and they
fourth consecutive year. Mustang Daily is
cut loose from traditional journalistic stan
breaking free of the cuffs and venturing
dards.
into semi-creative writing. Gonzo started in
1970 by Hunter S.Thompson, a journalist
Andy Castagnola, editor in chief

Editor's Note:
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Welcome to SLO: Watch for breaking news

M

y 16'ycar't)kl brother, Ian, and I were
playiny tour yiiide for Ashley, 17, a tarnily friend who was in town checkinji out
C'al Poly. Her tour of San Luis Obispo ended up
exceeding any of our wildest dreams.
It was Thursday evening, and we decided to
.^how Ashley Farmers Market. We parketl my
Plymouth Neon in the Marsh Street parking
t>arat>e art>und 7:30 p.m., thinking; the only other
place we wcnild K' taking
It was home later.
The three of us wandered up and down
Hittuera Street t’reetint;
friends, watching a few of
the street performers and
checking out the wares for a little more than ati
hour before we decided to call it a nitjht.
A t .tbout 8:45, we were walking akiny the
Broad Street sidewalk that K>rdered the small
public parking lot. .'\.shley saw a tiroup of people
gathered near the back side of SLO Brewing;
(^ 1mpany watchintj stMiiethint; rather intently.
“Let’s f>o se‘e what they’re liHikinj,' at,” she said.
“No, 1 dtin’t like conspiciunis groups of pei)ple
in dark parkinu li>ts near alleys,” 1 replied. “Let’s
just walk around the corner and up Marsh and
we’ll see what they’re liH)kint; at then.”
We hadn’t walked more than five steps past the
entrance to the U>t when an SUV came tearing
thriHiith the Kit. We watched as the driver
knocked the Bmad Street barricade aside and sped
.iround the corner into the bustling market on
Hiyuera. Policemen were runnintj after the car
yelling for the driver tti stop. Seconds later, a
police car, sirens soundiny, came aniund.
We Kxiked on. People screamed. Tlie SUV’s
horn sounded as it turned the comer.
“Whoa,” Ian s;iid.
“I'Vi you know how close we were to yettint’
hit.»” I asked.
"Let’s K*' k’<’k and see if they hit anyone,”
Ashley blurted out.
“No, let’s see what happened on Marsh Street,”
I sjiid.
We ttxik off at a sprint and roundcxl the comer.
Ambulances, fire tnicks and pxilice cars lined the
streets. A traffic cop waved motorists to turn onto
Broad Street away from downtown.
In front of The Fonim, water was streaminy 50
feet into the air where a fire hydrant had once
suxxi.
We pushed our way through a crowd
of onKxikers.
“1 want to see if anyone m>t hurt. 1
wonder if anyone got killed,” .Ashley
said, s«.juealinu.
Ashley pushed her way through until
she w'as standing up against a line of
police tape. We could see a man beiny
stripped by paramedics on the street.
They were putting his lefjs in braces.
Ashley and Ian watched the emerKcncy teams at work. 1 stcxxJ back a bit
from the commotion, not really wanting
to be there.
Some younK man came up and asked
me what was goinR on and 1 told him
what 1 knew. He told me aKnit how he
was a real estate a^jent and asked me
what I did fot a living. 1 told him 1was a
jtiumalism student at Cal Poly. He asked
if 1 wanted to be a reporter, and I ttild
him no, 1 wanted to work in public rela
tions.
That’s when it clicked.

With the lights flashing all around me, water
spraying into the air above, I realized that 1 had
not yet seen a single reporter on the scene.
1 grabbed Ashley and Ian, and we walked to
lAnvntown O ntre.
“1 wonder if Andy (my editor) has anyone out
here.»” 1 thought out loud.
We walked to the pay phone across from
Starbucks Coffee. 1 grabbed the telephone Kxik.
“Andy C'ast — nope, that’s tixi hard to spell.” 1
Kxiked up Joseph Nolan, managing edinir of
Mustang Daily. 1 had called him earlier in the day
and recognized the Joseph Nolan (there were
three listed) with the 784 prefix.
Ashley gave me 35 cents, and 1dialed his num
ber.
“JiK'.» This is Sarah Cixidyear. Uh, is there any
one downtiiwn covering what’s going tin.»” 1asked.
“What’s going on.»” Jik*echoed, sounding a bit
contused.
1 explained the situation, and he asked if 1 had
.1 camera and if 1 had talked to anytine. The stor>’
was mine.
Ashlev, Ian .ind 1 went into Barnes
Ntible,
where 1 bought a jtiumal mi 1 would have Mimething to write on.
By the time we returned to the comer of Marsh
and Carden streets, the scene had calmed down.
Public Works had turned off the gushing hydrant
and the ambulances hail left with their cargo. .A
pair of tennis shixzs lay in a pixil of bKxid inside of
the police ta[X'.
1tried talking to people standing on the corner
aKiiit the incident, but noKxly knew any more
than I did.
An intoxicated friend of Ian’s slurred ,i stor>’
aKiut seeing the car drive through the garage dixir
of British Imports down the street.
I .sent Ian and Ashley to the comet and told
them to wait for me. 1 watched a television cam
eraman across the street take fixitage of the .scene.
I stepped up to the police line.
Several minutes pa.s.setl K*tore 1 could get the
attention of anyone inside the tape. Finally, a
Public Works employee came over. I told him I
was a reporter and asked if he might be able to get
one of the officials to come over and
talk to me.
___ _

He returned to a huddle of policeman and para
medics. Moments later, they dispersed, and only a
gentleman in a suit was left standing in the mid
dle, Kxiking stressed.
The gentleman made a small gesture toward me
with his hand. He did it a few more times before 1
realized that he was waving for me to come inside
the police line.
I ducked under the yellow tape, as did the cam
eraman across the street.
“Okay, 1 don’t have a lot of the details, but
we’re going to have a mini-statement,” Fire
Battalion Chief Tom Zeulner said.
He spoke in a low voice, and 1 had to lean in
close to hear him. 1 Kxiked at the microphone the
cameraman was holding toward him and longed
for my cassette recorder.
Zeulner toKl me what I already knew: someone
hail stolen a car, hit the fire hydrant and four
pedestrians, and driven through Farmers Marker.
He informeil me that the driver had then entereil
the freeway at the Marsh Street on-ramp and had
rolled the car Mimewhere further ilown the way.
I grabbed the kids and ran back to the phone to
call Jix.' again, asking him what 1 should do next.
Fie told me to go to the hospital and trv to talk to
the victims or their families.
We sprinted to the parking garage anil headed
for the car.
“This is crazy!” Ashley exclaimed.
We drove to Sierra Vista Regional Medicil
C'enter, but there were no ambulances parked out
side the emergency nxim, mi we headeil back
across town to French Hospital.
We went inside, and the admitting attendant
told us to call the public relations director in the
morning.
I^i.siippointed, we walked outside. 1 saw a para
medic closing the dixirs of an ambulance. 1 gave
Ashley the car keys and told her and Ian to wait
for me in the car.
I asked the young man aKuit the incident
downtown.
“I’m here on another call, but 1 know the dri
ver’s in there. He’s a minor, so I can’t tell you
much aknit his injuries,” he slid. “Tliey tixik the
victim to Sierra Vista.”
1 ran back to the car, and we
drove back to the first hospital
we had visited. No one there
o
' ^. ? 0f0s F VV
could tell us anything, mi we
headed to the police station
...xou‘re
on O.M1S Street, where I tried

A c a p E M T ...
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Dodging
the ^no
comment’
bullet
“Hi, this is Victoria Walsh from
the Mustang ITuly and I was hoping
to speak to .Ardith Tregenza,” 1say to
the voice on the other line.
“This is Ardith Tregenza,”
responds the voice.
Oh boy, here goes nothing.
I’m hoping that Ms. Tregenza will
shed some light on nor only Judicial
Affairs, but also
some informa Victoria
tion
regarding ^.Walsh 8
the J. Paul Reed ■' joumoHm
case and just
junior
.ibour life in gen
eral. Usuallv she’s pretty tough about
giving information, but 1 have a feel
ing this time will be different. 1 feel
good about interviewing her today.
I’m going to turn on the old Walsh
charm, .ind I know th.it I’m going to
get this story.
“Ms. Tregenza, hi, how are you.»” I
ask.
“No comment,” she says.
No problem, 1 told myself. Do not
take no for an answer. Just keep talk
ing.
“Well, Ardith, I had some ques
tions about J. Paul Reed’s hearing.
D i you have time to answer a few
questions.»” I ask.
“I cannot make any comment
regarding J. Paul Reed or anything
that can be used in a storv .ibout
him,” she says.
Fley, not a problem, I’ve got lots
more to ask.
“Well, OK, that’s fine,” 1 say. “I
also had some questions regarding
the policy that Judicial Affairs uses
with case hearings. C'an you tell me
.inything about that.»”
“No comment, I cannot di.sclose
any information at this time regard
ing that,” Tregenza says.
Well, I’m determined to find a
way into this woman’s mind. I know
I can do it. I will get her to comment
on something, anything, please just
make a comment.
“Ms. Tregenza, 1 was curious how
people who aren’t members of
Judicial Affairs manage to make a
ruling in hearings, how did that
come about.»” I ask.
“Hxecutive Order 628, all state
universities use it,” she says.
Ha! 1 got a comment! I broke
through that steel wall.
“Well, can you tell me how you
went about choosing the person you
did for not necessarily Paul Reed’s

see COMMENT, page 8
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R eno m em ories: fakes, faults and flights RAMPAGE
C''no ot rlic most Jitticiih t.isks .is ;i
sport'.wrin.T Is h.iviii^ to yo on the'
road. Bill no inatu-r how much 1 h.itc
to ilo i', yctrin).i the story j-, .ihvays joh
No. 1. Whe-n the women’s hasketlxill
te.im m.kle it to the Bit.; West
Tourn.iment in Reno, the Miistant;
Hally sont Riism) anJ me to cover the
tournament.
k’)n p.iper, it was .1 t.iirly simple
.issit;nment, hut we had no ide.i the
c.ist ot ch.ir.icters we would
encounter.
C’>n Thursday, the first d.iy we were
up there, we h.id .1 hu^y day. After
t;ettint; settled in our room, we need
ed .1 cah to the Lawlor Kvents ('enter.
l.iKkily, neither Russo nor 1 were
on the rufi from the
l.iw. Because our cah j f f J O €
Jnver.

wl„„„

wc

Nolan

later referred to as ■■■flM lIV lif
joumcJtSm
Bohafet, w.is a
sèruor
Bounty
hunter
when he wasn’t drivinj; people
.iround the city. IVih.ifet, who had put
on considerahle weight since his Star
Wars d.tys, told us ahout his strategy
to hrint; a h’7” Hells An^el hiker Kick
from ('fakl.ind; “1 told him we can yet
violent or he can come quietly and 1
wiuild m.ike sure he h.id a nice ste.ik
,ind yot kiid." It w.is at this time 1
decided stiffmy the c.ih driver would
he a h.id ide.i.
We yot to the arena, and »irice we
.ippreci.ited th.it our cah driver wasn’t
coked out .ind merelv a m.in-hunter,
we lij^ped him well .ind yot to our
'eats.
.At the .iren.i, everythiny went
wrony. .After takiny two photos, mv
c.imer.i’s Battery went de.id. The l.iptop Russo was usiny also wasn’t workiny properly so we had to think ot
.mother pl.in to yet the stories to the
newsroom. ,At half-time Russo and 1
tried to come up with a pl.in. It
helped to h.ive the New Mexico St.ite
hand pl.iymy the s.ime 'ony at h.ilftime th.it they pl.iyed duriny every
time-out. The Kind director slunild

he
fired.
Anyway,
we
decided to use
’'■«fi
the
Business
(Tenter .it the
Silver Leyacy to
e-m.iil our sto
ries Before dead
line.
("fn the Bus
ROD JENSEN:
hack
to the
Boise State head
hotel,
Russo
basketball coach
noticed in the
Lony Beach State media yuide that to
pl.iy for the 49ers, you had to he .it
least 24 years old and .1 father of
three. In the Boise St.ite media yuide,
1 noticed head coach Rod Jensen
looked a lot like journalism professor
Mark Arnold.
.At the Business Center, we had
ahout an hour to write and send three
stones via e-mail. We had just one
computer to use. As it turns out, Lony
Beach State’s head men’s Kiskethall
coach, Wayne Moryan, imHinliyhts as
the Silver Leyacy’s Business center
director. Fake Wayne Moryan had a
hiy deep lauyh that came straiyht
from the stomach — a yreat lauyh
except when ytni’re furiously typiny
to make deadline. He couldn’t stop
l.iuyhiny .it that comic yenius
H.irrison Ford in Indian.1 Jones.
Thankfully, he turned the volume
down 10 minutes Before we finished.
With our assiynments completed,
we decided to rew.ird ourselves with
some cold Beer. We went to a sm.ill
liquor 'tore for a couple twelvers and
yot .1 yreat story at no extr.i charye.
The owner, named ('harlie 1 t hink,
W.IS .1 small Asian m.in with a tew
teeth scattered in his mouth. He said
he spent some time in Santa Maria
with a woman he had helixxl yet off
the streets. The kind deed came hack
to Bite liim in the .iss, he told us. as
the wom.in stole more th.in $200,000
from him. I fe said he w.is happy owniny the liquor store, ,ind I pointei.1 out
that iu> wom.in could ever take all

Pizza Hut currently has the^
following excellent opportunities:
j
{

I

Pl^/a Hut, the world's largest pizza chain, is actively recruiting enthusiastic, careerminded restaurant professionals and motivated self-starters to contribute to our growth
and success.

Managers In-Training
In this key role, you will assist in the management of restaurant operations; support the
Restaurant General Manager (RGM ) in the recruitment, selection, training and
development of associates; and effectively develop, maintain and monitor sales
forecasts & labor plans. Requires 6-f 2 months' supervisory experience; the ability to
manage with minimal supervision; and a proven track record of operations competency

To apply for this position, please send your resume to: 220 Porter Drive, Suite
too, San Ramon. CA 94583; phone: (9251 838-8567; fax: (925) 838-5802; or
email: lhitchens@pacpizza.com.

Shift Leaders
You will meet restaurant operation standards and assume the role as team leader.
Req's prior restaurant operations and/or customer serv'ce experience; the ability to
resolve day-to-day operational problems and motivate/build a team; and strong
interporsonal/communication skills.

Delivery Drivers
You will make deliveries and help prepare our products. You must be at least 18 and
possess a valid C D L, clean driving record, and auto insurance.

For these positions, please apply In person at: 2138 Broad Street, San Luis
Obispo, CA; or ph: (805) 541-3478.
In addition to a fun, team-oriented work environment, we will reward you with
competitive salaries, merit increases, medical/dental/vision, term life/ADD/LTD,
dependent care, flexible spending account options, 401 (k), tremendous bonus
potential, excellent training, and advancement opportunities. EO E.

th;U Booze awiiy from him. He ayreed
and .said he ended every niyht with a
Bottle of Wild Turkey.
.After a few cold ones, Russo and 1
went down to the media hospitality
room in the hotel, where there was an
open Bar, courtesy of the Biy West.
Three or four hours of quality work in
the hospitality riiom had Rus.so ,ind 1
ready to hit the tables.
1yuess we were in the casino’s pre
ferred state-of-mind Because we made
a few mistakes. Russo spilled his drink
on the craps table and kiter split
threes playiny Blackjack. Nor to Be
outdone, 1 questioned a dealer’s 21,
telliny him ro recount. 1swore he had
Busted. Needless to say, we didn’t do
really well, and when we talked ahour
yamhliny the next day, Russo said,
“We played craps last niyht.’’’
(')n the fliyht Back, we landed two
choice seats Beliind three ladies in
their early $0s. They had flown to
Reno to meet some yuys for a week
end rendezvous. Apparently, Reno is
not only "The Biyyest Little (Tity in
the World,’’ it’s also a sex meltiny pot.
The vivid details of the ladies’ con
versation, coupled with a few t»H>
many CTapt.iin and C2okes the niyht
Before, led me to another story — an
investiyative piece on how well the
plane’s vomit Bay works. Fiirrunately
the B.iys work just fine. 1 yuess it was
just another typical road assiynment.
('>h veah, (Tal Poly lost to Nevada in
the first round.

COMMENT

continued from page 7

continued from page 7

to yet some comment.
As we turned onto Osos, we saw
■mother mess of flashiny liyhts just past
the station, near the Osos Street off
ramp. 1 instructetl the kkls to wait in
the car, and 1 walked up to one of the
cruisers.
An officer explained that the driver
had rolled the car and taken off on
foot Before Beiny t.iken into custody.
He dismissed me with, “You miyht
want to tr>' talkiny to the officials up at
the station.”
I went to the .station. The doors
were locketl. 1 picked up the phone
outside, and the operator instructed
me to call the media information line
later for comment.
1 drove to a friend’s house and
called Joe one last time. Since Friday’s
paper had yone to pre.ss hours earlier,
the story would need to wait until
Mimday.
(')n the drive Back to my house in
Los (\o s, Ashley, Ian and I were abuzz
with the niyht’s adventure.
“My first visit to San Luis in two
years and all this happens. Wait rill 1
yo home and tell everyone about how
1 was ridiny with a real rejsorter and
every thiny!" .Ashley said.
1 returned the kids to two worried
iitothers around midniyht. Exhausted
By the events of the eveniny, 1sat Back
and li.stened to Ian and Ashley expl.iin
the drama.
1 called the police line, finished my
notes and put the story and myself to
Bed.

case. But any case in yeneral.'” 1
asked.
“No comment,” she said.
Hamn. There it went; 1 was so
close.
“How lony have you Been with
Judicial Affairs.’” 1 asked.
“No comment,” she said.
My (u)d, woman, can you com
ment on anythiny?
“Ardith, can you tell me who
killed JFK?” 1 asked.
“No comment,” she said.
“Who will win the NBA fin;ils,
the Lakers or Knicks.’” 1 asked.
“No comment,” she said.
“Ms. Treyenza, are you a little Bit
country or a little Bit rock ‘n’ roll,” 1
asked.
“No comment,” she said.
“What makes the sky Blue.’”
“No comment.”
“Is there a (7od.’”
“No comment.”
“What does Baker look like.’”
“No comment.”
“Ho you think Judicial Affairs is
run properly?” I Boldly ask.
“No. . .comment,” she said.
Hid you think 1 would he Bold
enouyh to write that comment?
(')h. By the way, my own personal
heariny with Judicial .Affairs is
scheduled for next Wednesday.
Perhaps Ardith will m;ike a com
ment.

Cal Poly Americorps
’’Health Kids”
Cal Poly's Community Service and Learning Center is recruiting Members for the
university's new Americorps Program, "Healthy Kids" which is funded by the national
Corporation for National and Community Service
Position Description
Collabrirate closely with the SI.C) County Public Health Department to outreach to
underserved families in outlying areas o f San l.uis Obispo County. Provide health and
home safety, nutrition, basic parenting skills, training on car seat installation and referrals
to resources available to first time, low income families. Fnsure that all children are
enrolled in the Federal health insurance program for children.
C’ompensation
Serv ing as an .Americorps member is not a job; it is an opportunity to provide service to
the community. To make this .service possible, Americorps provides its members with a
living .stipend o f $5,175 for 900 hours (broken down into checks every other week:
$5.75/4iour) and an educational award o f $2,362 provided after successful completion o f
twelve months o f service.
Additionally, it is anticipated that some faculty will agree to make the Americorps
experience part o f an internship, senior project or class project(s). Americorps program
coordinators will help Members to work out such arrangements.
Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•

A sincere desire to help children in need and a genuine interest in the type o f work
to be done.
Ability to work part-time ( 15-20 hours during the school year) for 12 months.
iiilingual in Spanish is preferred
Ability to work as a team in the development o f a new program
Applicant must have own transportation (but will be reimbursed for mileage spent in
conducting work on the job.
By being involved with the Americorps Health Kids program, you will receive many
benefits by serving in the San Luis obispo community. To learn more about this
exceptional opportunity:

Contact Sam Lutrin at 756-5839 email nlutrin(<t:calpolv.eclu or
Season Conlan at 756-5834 sconlanftfcalpolv.cdu
or
Stop by the Community Service and Learning Center, UU 217 D
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A fanatics' dream come true Hanging tough with
Edge and Jordan

W

ow, the perks ot heiny ;i
writer at Miistant; Daily
keep ^’ettiii” better.
I’ve been a tan ot IM Qiiik .since I
was 16 years olJ anJ bis first album
“Quik Is the Name” ilroppeJ in 1991.
C9op>,, I just JateJ myselt.
My loyalty t^rew stronger when
Quik’s “Rlrythm-al'ism” album broke
rwo years aj^o. I still listen to both
(-Ds — scary, I know.
Anyway, when 1heard KISS 106.1
advertising; that Quik was comiitt; to
Santa Klaria, 1
wasted no time Shanhon
pitchinf»
the ^ ^ A k ì n s
story to the
joufrudism
entertainm ent ^
junior ^
editors.
As it Quik isn’t his own one-man
show, 2nd II None, 111-C, AMU and
Mausberj; were scheduled to come
with him.
So, 1 started makinf; calls trying to
find out wln) the promoter was tor
this concert.
A tew conversations later, 1 was in
touch with 4-Reel hntertainment
owner Cdnick Dennis. He said that
he would call DJ Quik on my beh.ilt
and see it he could get him to do a
phone interview tor my piece on the
concert.
1 taxed Mustang Dailv letterhead
to Dennis describing the kind ot
interview 1 wanted to h.ive with
Quik and he forwarded it to Quik’s
manager Ureedy Ureg. I le said it was
important that 1 ilo a positive story. 1
told Detinis that I love Dj Quik and
that 1 could only write good things
about him.
Well, it you happened to see the
article (it was between the crossword
puzzle and some adds, like a dirty

DJ Quik took a minute to get a shot with long-time fan Shannon
Akins at his Santa Maria concert last month.
secret), you would have noticed that
the only quote was from Dennis
regarding how many people he
expected to come to the ctmeert. I
didn’t get to interview Quik; nor was
it my b est work — I know that.
However, 1 must say 1 had the best
time at the concert. Because 1 had
built a relationship with Detinis, I
got to meet all the performers th.it
night.
It’s not th.it the concert was great.
It was mostly a lot ot loc.il groups,
and AMCi didn’t even show. It st.irted .It 7 p.m., and DJ Quik didn’t get
there until 11 p.m., so you can imag
ine the down time. There were a tew
satfights in the .ludience to w.itch,
though.
My triend j.imie and I weren’t in
the audience, however. We were on
the side that was roped oft tor the
special guests. We even got to go on

stage when Quik was rapping.
Everyone was disappointed that
Quik only performed about five
songs, and they were all from his first
album. It was something about a
tight between him and his manager
th.it prevented him from rapping
from more recent records.
2nd II None was good, .ind
M.iusberg and Hl-C> performed with
Quik the whole time.
I got to see what a concert was like
behind the scenes. We rode alotig to
pick up performers .it the hotel and
bring them b.ick to the t.iirgroiinds to
perform. After, we p.irtied with .i
bunch ot ciMiI people.
Well, you could tell by the smile
on my face th.it I’ll h.ive something
to talk .ibout tor awhile.
There is power in being the press,
just not the money (h.i h.i).

1 have known tor .i long time that
1 wanted to be .i journalist. The
hours aren’t as bad .is other jobs, you
don’t h.ive to work with the public
and the only way [seople really know
who you are is through your byline.
But the anonymity ot print journ.ilism can only l.ist so long. Wh.it 1
needed was .some chemical .issistance to really let me practice wh.it 1
wanted to do with my life. 1 wanted
to be .1 pop star!
1didn’t know ot my hopeful c.ireer
when I first left tor my trip. 1, along
with the Mustang Daily crew, were
headed
tor
the
Uahtornia
Intercollegiate Press Association, a
weekend-long journalism conterence/awards banquet located in
Claremont. 1 rode along with my
companion in pop crime, C'oco, tor
our five-hour road trip.
We knew where we were going.
However, our trusting .ind bath
room-loving editor in chief neglect
ed to give us an .iddress. Yet we were
not frightened, tor C'oco and I had in
our jsossession what m.iny one-time
pop st.irs cl.iim on V H -l’s “Behind
the Music” ruined their lives. We
h.id marijuana.
With no directions, our “n.itural
high” somehow brought us to
Cl.iremont the s.ime way the smell ot
Scooby Snacks dr.iws in Scoobv
Doo. And, .itter receiving direetions
from protession.il convenience store
Ketio .ind Lotto plavers, we would
tinv.1 our Mecc.i — The (Jlaremont
hut.
We were greetesl by m.iny dyslexic
La Verne college students who m.in-

aged to [■'lit the name “Dailv
Mustang” iin our name t.igs .ind e\ eii
spell our news editor’s last n.mie .is
Barbett. We were then given our
keys to tiiy bvdroom, or per' Frosted
.sonal ilressing
t Screech S room, later to
¡(mmaiism
be
n.ime 1
m senior
“hell” by my
Cell leagues. The
room
was
All mnes were 1 111 m ,ic u 1.1 1e .
bresh
towels
¡noperly hit.
hung in the
All words
b.ithroom, beg¡nofycrly sung J,,ng me to t.ike
a shower. The
with added
beds were niceitifleetion. 1
ly m.ide, asking
was an official me to sink into
poj) Star
at the mattress,
never to w.ike
least in my
again. And the
little green trio u ’î i e \c \s.
angul.ir pilU
toiind in the
dr.iwer ot the dresser scre.imed at me
to be tree, be somebody, be a jiop
star!
These green pills were new to me.
How could a cle.ining I.kK .ivoid
throwing these .iw.iy? There must bv
something speci.il to these one-inch
objects. At th.it j'oint, I s.iw .1 ghi>-a.
He had a he.ilthv bl.ick m.ine ot ’"<0s
li.iir with .1 r.it t.iil I'rojserly pl.icevl in
Kick. He had on l L i i i i diggers with ,1
neon green shirt th.it re.id “Rad.” I le
s.iid his n.imv was Jordan Knight .ind
he knew ot me and my subconscious
dre.im ot becoming a jsop st.ir.
“If you t.ike it, vour dre.ims will
come." Knight explained.
1 took one ot the pills ,iitd j'.issi .l
the other to taico. We sw.illowcvl
them and didn’t feel .1 thing.
"How long do these mystery green
jails t.ike to kick in.’” 1 askcvl (. a k ^
—

“1 h.ive no ide.i," c'oco .inswered

Then .1 kno- k s.ime .it the dom It
w.is B.irbett ,ind the rest ot the I ‘miIv
Mustang cronies who were he.iding
to the hotel bar. When they in\ itevi
me to p.irt.ike, 1 loulvl feel mv In- ir*
r.ue. \X'Is It from tluise m.iui* d
green pilR vir w.e it bec.uise 1 w.is
intK ip.iting an audietise.’ 1 w i'
unsure. Wh.it I .lui kni'w w.is th.it 1
neeiled to go. After .ill, Ionian
Knight toKI me so.
.-Xs we walked to the b.ir, mv
lie.irt’s p.ice w.is .it .in .ill time high.
Lights c.ime together, tl.ishevl, .iikI
then dritteil away. When we reachevl
the bar, I was convinced that 1 h.ivl
reached my high. I lookevl around
the b.ir alivi noticed th.it the lights
vlimmevl, aiivl vnit r.in the protessivm
al wrestler Hvige with his music bl.iring, “You think you know me!”
“I know you. Edge,” 1 scre.imcvl i'
I lot iked .irounvl the crowded b.ir .itivi
sjiottevl .1 k.ir.ioke mas bine. “You’ll
know me, too, you t^anadi.in b.istard!”
Bette Muller’s “Wmd Beneath My
Wings” beltevl out ot the sjse.ikers
while I bought underaged Daily
Mustang reporters alcoholic drinks. I
looked in disgust to see my collegiie
(who claims to be in a choir .some
where — most likely in Tone De.it,
C'alit.) singing along to Bette Midler

see POP STAR, page 11

Associated Students^ Inc,

1999-2000 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
More of your Col Poly Plan money goes back to your college
Cal Poly Plan spending decisions made at the college level
Student addresses no longer available for others to see
Most participation ever in:
Culture Fest
Good Neighbor Day
Neighborhood Cooperation Week
Aided in elimination of 1 /3 set aside on student fees
Improving University Union through the Master Plan
Form 81 process made easier
Closer than ever for Student votes in Academic Senate
$29,500 directly to student clubs for events
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Philipino Cultural Exchange
Linux Users Group
Delta Sigma Pi
American Marketing Association
Music Appreciation Club
La Comisión Estudiantil
W ind Orchestra Club
Nev^man Catholic Center
Vietnamese Students Association
Speech Communication Club
Society of Women Engineers
Chinese Students Association
Alpha Omicron Pi
International Career Conference
Women’s Center
Black Student Union
Society for the Advancement of Management
Society of Civil Engineers
Polycon Committee
Running Thunder
Club 34 - Student Artwork Show
Ag Engineering Society
Lantern Festival
Ballet Folklórico
Xi Sigma Pi
Chinese Christian Fellowship
IFC
Panhellenic
Asian-American Bone Marrow Donor Program
Oaks Re-Entry - Earth Day
W ildlife Club - Earth Day
MECha - Chicano Youth Conference
HE - Industry Networking
Computer terminals in the UU
Improved facilities in UU
Marquees coming soon!
Sponsor of Remember Week activities
Student Directory publication
Introduction of 91 1 safety tracking system on campus

Improved relations with community through Student
Community Liaison Committee
Protecting Ag. land
Fighting for an end to C- prerequisites
Judicial Affairs working group
IFC Standards Board assistance
Campus Safety Walk
ASI Students W in 3 More Wassons!
Three students employed by ASI Rec Sports were honored
this Spring as recipients of the National Intramural
Recreational Sports Association's (NIRSA) W illiam A. Wasson
Award. Named for the organization’s founder, the award is
given to four students per region each year. NIRSA Region VI
includes Alaska, Arizona, British Columbia, California,
Guam, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington,
and the Yukon Territory. Nominees must have a GPA of 2.75
or more, be active on campus and in the community, and
either
participate
in
or
be
employed
by
the
institutions'Recreational Sports Department.
The 1999-2000 recipients are: Jim Main (Facility Supervisor),
Jennifer Phillips (Intramural Sports Supervisor) and John
Voegtii (Lifeguard). This marks the second consecutive year in
which three of the four Region VI honorées have been from
Cal Poly. Previous Wasson Award recipients from ASI Rec
Sports are: Kristina Chavez, Allison Hansen & Nathan Martin
(1998-99), Nina Ching & Bob Roth (1997-98), Brian
Tomooka (1996-97) and Danae Blair & Matt Schaefer (199596).
Congratulations to those of you who will soon be Cal Poly
graduates!!! And I feel for those of you who are no where
close. Don’t get too down, because I know of a little place
that will help you take you mind of the stress and frustration of
school. It’s called the Escape Route and it is the site of Poly
Escapes rental facility, lounge, and resource center. Come in
and let us take you away. Poly Escapes leads an average of
two to three trips every weekend. Come in and see what we
have to offer. For questions call 756-1287 or stop by. We
are located in the lower level of the UU.
"I have never been able to say that one of my classes
changed by life, but this one d id !"
- Recreation
Administration Leadership Class. Come visit Chumash
Challenge in the U.U. room 212 or call, 756-2628
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POP STAR
continued from page 9
on rhe karaoke machine. The
crowd hooed while 1 defended him.
“Leave him alone,” 1 screamed.
“He’s with rhe Daily Mustang.”
Understandahly, the hooinj»
ensued over the sorry excuse tor
vocal talent until 1 showed my true
colors and assisted in the ieerinn.
“Ciet oft the damn statje," 1
heytied. “You’re emharrassin« our
school!"
1 ordered a water and was
stunned to hear the beastly, hairy
karaoke lady announce, “All ri^ht
everyone! This is your last chance
to request a sont>.”
1 ran toward the void, tilling the
>tai>e, and piilitely asked her to play
my .sonj».
“You want to hear what?” the
woman asked.
“You heard me,” 1 quipped hack,
“lust please play my sonji ”
“I’ll try my he'^t,” the karaoke
woman said.
1 walked slowl\ hack to the bar,
saddened that Jordan may have
been lyint» or perhaps I was having
illusions from that little yreen pill 1
look. Then, as if it had been
planned for years, the beast called
my name.
“Come on dinvn,” bellowed the
lartje woman. “You have the last
son(4 of the niyht.”
Coco and 1 ran to the stajje as
fast as we could. We not into posi

tion. The drum bear hit followed
by the echoinn pubescent voices.
“Oh oh oh oh oh, oh oh oh oh,
just hannm’ tounh” boomed out of
the loud speakers. All linhts in the
room came ronether to form one
clouded view in which 1 could see
my dance instructor for the ni^ht,
Jordan Knight. He helped me daz
zle the audience with the New Kids
On The Block dance moves. As 1
tlunn my arm in the air (wavinn
like 1 just didn’t care), side to side,
1 noticed that 1 had the whole
crowd on its feet, chantinn my
name.
The routine ended on a hinh.
.All notes were properly hit. All
words were properly sunn with
added inflection. 1 was an official
pop star — at least in my own eyes.
“C^reat performance,” Ldne said
as 1 walked off rhe stane. “You
know, besides beinn *• professional
wrestler. I’m also an .inent for
numerous popular musical acts and
would love to have you perform
anain sometime.”
“Thanks, Edne,” 1 said. “Oh,
yeah, by the way, th.inks a lot for
stickinn US Americans with your
(Canadian crap
like Al.inis
Morrissette, Michael J. Fox, Bob
Sanet and rhe rest of the cast »if
Full House.”
Edne apoloni:»-‘d for his lame
home country and said that he
hoped to help me out in the future.
1 told him that 1 would love to
open h>r The Backstreet B«»ys this
summer.
1 have yet to receive a call.

Vegas mission: Find mullet
We set out for our 420-mile journey
on a mission.
Armed with a camera, a carton of
OunhiH’s and an obscene (in)t to men
tion illenal) amount of sticky nreens, 1
made my way to the land of plenty. It’s
been called the City of Sin, but in my
eyes. Las Venas will always be the City
of Mullets.
We arrived mid-day, releasinn a
cloud of smoke into the 100-denree
heat as we opened our car cKxirs. My
Mustann Daily colleanues and 1 met in
the hotel lobby, and 1 postponed my
search until 1 found rhe comfort of a
cold drink and catnap. Already,
thi>U),'h, my sleepy, slanted eyes had
seen at least 10 mullets on a variety of
males, females and questionable gen
ders. Yet my drug-induced, sleepdeprived state kept me tnMii pulling
out the camera. 1 simply giggled,
understanding rhe full moon would
bring out the finest mullets to the col
orful strip. 1 knew, between my obser
vant colleagues and me, the ultimate
in mulletude would be our Kodak
moment.
No ordinary mullet would do. 1
mean, any tdd mullet could be found in
a Paso Robles Alcoholics Anonymous
meeting. But we weren’t Kx)king ft>r
any ordinary mullet. We wanted a
haircut that appeared ti> be shredded
up by a flohee, lawnmower or at least a
rusty pair of scis.sors. And as the stars
grew invisible from the neon glow of
the strip, CY^ration Mullet Ix-gan.
We might have spotted him at the
same time, but Melissa spoke first.

“Ohmygi)d! Look.”
He was walking away from us, prob
ably heading ti> O ’Shea’s, and we had
the ideal view of his jagged, crew-cut
crown and greasy, grown-out tail. His
mullet-less friend lagged behind him,
clo.ser to us.
There was not time to think. The
time had come for action.
Melissa grabbed me, and feebly
holding
hack
our laughter, we
1
caught up with
the mega-mullet’s friend.
mi&r
“Can we take
a picture with your fneeeeend?”
Melissa asked, her vxiice quaking
slightly with a growing giggle.
“Yt)u want to take a picture with my
friend?” he responded with a slurred
Southern drawl and a look of utter dis
belief. “Vl'irh him.'” he repeated, hi'
wide eyes scanning our bodies up and
down.
“Yeah,” I chimed in, shooting an
excited, almost horrified, stare at

Whltitey
Phaneuf

Melissa.

The mullet had returned by then to
his friend’s side, curious to discover the
hold-up on his date with Budweiser. 1
turned to the mullet, the hazy wheels
turning rapidly in my mind.
“We’re new in town and wanted a
picture because ... (insert massive paus
es) tif your Vegas shirt,” 1 said as 1
handed the mullet’s friend my camera,
relieved they had bought my story.
Melissa backed me up.
“We just moved here. Co UNLV,”

she added, unable to look at rhe mul
let’s overjoyed expression.
“.All right,” the mullet said. He
placed his hairy arms around our bare
shoulders and posed. And in a flash, it
was done — but our adventure was
not.
1 grabbed the camera and Melissa,
ani.1 we headcvi down the strip as fast as
my platforms would take me.
C?ontagious laughter overflowed, and
though we were still within earshot of
the mullet, it could not be contained.
My cackle turned into a nervous giggle
when 1 craned my neck back, inbetween long strides, to see the mullet
and his friend following us at a rapid
pace.
The panic set in and, almost tun
ning, Melissa and I escaped into
Imperial Palace with the mullet hot on
our trail. .An esc.ilator heading down
into rhe sleazy casino was almost out
refuge — and almost Melissa’s de.ith.
With her head turned backward in rhe
direction of the approaching mullet,
her ankle runted on the spiky escalatiii
stair. 1 reached tor her arm.
.And, in one of those nutments that
seem like all is in slow mittion, Melissa
grabbed the escalatitr’s rubber rail.
We rushed oft the escalator, hearts
pounding, and hid Kdtind our slot
machine saviors. Laughing uncontrt>llably to the point of tears, Melis.sa and
1 successfully dodged the mullet.
Sneaking out of Imperial Palace, we
were overcome with relief and climbet.1
iitto a dirty taxicah. Mullet missiott
accotnplished.
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■^New Drive Through
Location on Campus

June 5 - 9

(Corner of Highland & Mt. Bishop Rd.)
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Campus Services
Guide
El Corral Bookstore
We Guarantee the Highest Buyback
Need e x tra c a sh for th e su m m er? Are
you trip p in g over old textbooks? T u rn
y o u r tex tb o o k s into CASH - sell b ack
y o u r textbooks to El C orral B ookstore
a n d have m oney for su m m e r fun. We
g u a ra n te e th e highest b u y b ack price or
we'll give you $5 to w a rd s y o u r n ex t
p u rc h a se . We co n d u ct price co m p ariso n s
daily to in su re th a t o u r prices are th e
highest in S an Luis Obispo.

By selling b ack y o u r textbooks, you lower
th e a c tu a l price th a t it co sts you to u se
th o se books. T h at's right, you save m oney
on y o u r textbooks. We will be buying b ack
books th a t we need for b o th S u m m er an d
Fall Q u arters.
As a n ex tra b o n u s, if you deposit y o u r
b u y b ack into yo u r C am p u s E xpress, you
will receive a n ex tra 10%.

T extbook B uyback J u n e 5-9
4 C onvenient Locations to serve you

We will be reserving textbooks online for
Fall q u a rte r s ta rtin g in m id -Ju ly . S tay
co n n e c te d th is s u m m e r th ro u g h o u r
w ebsite w w w . e l c a r r a l b a a k 5 t a r e .c a m

• D exter Lawn
M onday - Friday

8:30am - 4:30pm

• By C am p u s M arket
M onday - Friday

8:30am - 4:30pm

• New Drive Through Location on Cam pus
N ear H ighland a n d Mt. Bishop Rd
-follow the signs on Mt. Bishop Road
M onday - Friday
10:00am - 6:00pm
• In F ront of El C orral B ookstore
8:00am - 6:00pm
M onday - Friday

C ustom er A pp reciation Sale J u n e 5-8
Use th a t bu y b ack c a sh an d p u rc h a se
Cal Poly clothing an d gifts to tak e hom e
for th e su m m e r - all a t 20% off. Also save
20% on a rt, office an d school su p p lies,
g en eral re a d in g a n d referen ce books,
m ag azin es, g reetin g c a rd s , g ra d u a tio n
gifts, statio n ery a n d lots m ore. The sale is
M onday th ro u g h T h u rsd ay . H urry in for
th e b est selection.
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From the finest whole
bean coffees, Julian's is
your on-campus source
for gourmet coffee drinks,
pastries and ice cream, too.

...exclusive vending services
(such as the agreement with
Pepsi) have tremendous
value to corporations as well
as to universities. Cal Poly
is able to “bargain“ for more
favorable pricing, service,
and commissions with such
partnerships.
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w w w .elcorralbookstore.com

got cards?
fo r a ll occasions

990

K

Value priced
Mexican cuisine
Between Kennedy Library
and the Dexter building.

YOU
N 0 •#

...since services such as the
bookstore and food venues
are not funded with State
resources, they are operated
by the Cal Poly Foundation.

suning
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located in U.U. Plaza
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E l C orral

...F o u n d a tio n e m p lo y e e s
have one objective; to know
your n e e d s an d s e rv e you
in the b e st w a y p o s sib le .
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Your convenient source
fo r special foods
and groceries.

gourm et coffee,
espresso and p a s tr i^

Behind Ag. Science.

located in U.U. Plaza

Welcome

Welcome
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w w w .elcorralbookstore.com

COMPUTER REPAIR
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B ookstore
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w w w .elcorralbookstore.com

...S trin g e n t h e a lth la w s
re g u la te the o n - c a m p u s
s a le of food. W h e n your
d u b bu ys food for its O pen
H o u s e b o o th fro m th e
F o u n d a tio n , y o u ’re a ls o
"buying" strict food safe ty
controls.

CO
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35% off
HevdBack

205lioff

Paper Back

located in U.U. Plaza
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Texas A&M bonfire may end
(U-WIRE) COLLEGE STA
TION, Texas — Jonathan Smith,
associate professor of geography at
Texas AikM University and chair of
the Bonfire planning committee,
said Bonfire should not occur in
2000 because there is no way to
address all the problems cited in the
Special Commission on the 1999
Aggie Bonfire Final Report before
the fall.
“It was the opinion of the plan
ning committee that Bonfire should
not occur in 2000 and should not
occur in its present form in the
future,” Smith said.
The need to modify and reform
future Aggie Bonfires was expres.sed
by many faculty members at the
Faculty Senate Bonfire Forum
Monday.
The open forum, held in Rudder
601, involved members of the
Faculty Senate as well as other facul
ty members who chose to speak.
Although students were encour
aged to express their opinions during
the forum, none of the students in
attendance offered their opinions.
Smith asked all of the professors
in the geosciences department to
send him their opinions on the con
tinuation of Btmfire. One-third of all
of the teachers in the department
responded, and two-thirds of the
respondents expressed the belief that
Bonfire should he abolished.
“The disadvantages and detrac
tions of the event outweigh the mer
its,” Smith said. “My personal tipinion is that Bonfire should not he

reproduced in anything like its cur
rent form.”
Both Smith and Rob McGeachin,
an associate professor at the West
Campus Library, discussed hazing in
their arguments against Bonfire.
McGeachin also cited the
University’s waste of natural
resources and the lack of control
over a student function as reasons to
discontinue the tradition.
“Even events such as Replant are
minor efforts in comparison to the
amount of timber cut down every
year,” McGeachin said. He then
asked the audience, “How many stu
dents flunked out their freshman
year because they spent too much
time working on Bonfire?”
McGeachin said he has heard
some of his colleagues say that “we’re
(Texas A&M University) even more
of a laughingstock than ever” after
the 1999 Aggie Bonfire collapse.
“The opinion of this institution in
the eyes of our peers is in jeopardy if
we
let
Bonfire
continue,”
McGeachin said.
Faculty members from various
departments share the opinion that
Bonfire should he discontinued, and
some place part of the blame for the
collapse on the faculty.
Thomas Blasingame, an associate
professor and assistant department
head of petroleum engineering, said
he feels faculty could have helped
prevent the collapse.
“The faculty was responsible. This
was an accident, hut we should have
taken action. I cannot and will not

tolerate another accident like this
on my watch,” Blasingame said. “1
view November 18 as the worst day
in Texas A&M’s history, mostly
because it could have been prevent
ed.”
Paul Parrish, a professor of
English, also said that the faculty
shares the responsibility for the col
lapse.
“The faculty cannot shirk at
responsibility in this matter. The
only responsible course of action is
to discontinue Bonfire,” Parrish said.
Some professors said they thought
safer alternatives to Bonfire could
replace the 90-year-old tradition.
David Woodcock, a professor of
architecture, said that Bonfire could
he replaced by another, less-danger
ous tradition because “the tradition
doesn’t rest in a stack of wood — it
rests in people’s hearts and minds,”
Woodcock .said. “1 think the spirit
should burn — Bonfire should not.”
Other faculty members, including
David Barrow, an associate professor
of mathematics, said Bonfire could
he kept as a tradition if reformed.
“It’s their (the students’) game,
hut there are adult officials who
make sure that they adhere to strict
rules, and there are sanctions and
penalties,” Barrow said, using foot
ball as an analogy.
“Possibly we need an oversight
hoard. We need something to give
them an incentive to pay attention
to corrections that need to he made,”
Barrow said.

Michigan uses Tiger Woods
in Nike contract negotiations
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR,
Mich. — Is the University of
Michigan’s athletic department as
marketable as Tiger Woods? Since
the university can’t juggle a golf hall
on a long iron, Nike says no.
When former Athletic Director
Tom Goss was negotiating a con
tract extension with Nike, Goss
compared Michigan to Woods and
asked that the university receive a
similar contract to the star golfer,
who is renegotiating his five-year
contract that was w'orth $40 million.
Woods’ new contract is expected
to he double that, while the univer
sity was going to settle for a six-year,
$24 million contract, which would
have topped Nike’s six-year, $22
million contract with the University
of Texas.
This is only one of a series of
problems in the contract negotia
tions between Nike and the univer
sity. Negotiations broke off last
month during a debate over Nike’s
labor practices. The tw'o sides also
argued over a series of student
protests on campus.
Nike disagreed with the universi
ty’s claim that it should receive a
contract similar to that of Woods,
and said few sports properties can
command Woods-like money. Nike
sited Woods’ international appeal
and his ability to he used in adverti.sements. (The NCAA prohibits
the use of athletes for commercial
purposes.)
Last September, Nike offered the

(U-WlRE) BERKELEY, Calif. —
Nearly 50 demonstrators and a
Berkeley City Council member
crowded onto the Underhill Parking
lA)t this weekend with plush couches
and television sets to protest the
arrest of a UC-Berkeley student.
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athletic department a “favorite uni
versity clause,” which would have
ensured that the university’s con
tract would always remain more
valuable than any other university’s.
Two weeks ago, the university
signed a one► The University
of Michigan's
athletic director
was going to settie for a six-year,
$24 million contract, w hich
would have
topped Hike's
Six-year contract
w ith the
University of

contract
with Nike where
agreed to pay
Nike $760,000
for the company
to outfit all athletic teams. The
university will
receive 7 to 10
percent of royalfQf gpy mer-

chandise sold.
The universi
ty is currently
negotiating a long-term contract
with Nike, as well as Adidas, Puma
and Reehok.
But Nike’s director of Global
Issues Management, Vada Manager,
said, “unless a company will agree to
open-endedness, the same problems
will exist.”
According to The Detroit Free
Press, in February 1998, Goss wrote
Nike executives and said, “Nike has
taken our customer service concerns
very lightly.”
Goss mentioned poor quality, late
deliveries, improper sizing of mer
chandise orders and a situation in
which Nike sent Penn State mer
chandise to the university.

Second U C Berkeley protester
arrested in city parking lot
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Ryan Salshury, a junior, was arrest
ed at 4 a.m. Saturday for trespassing
after police warned him five times to
leave the parking lot. He spent most
of the weekend in the Berkeley city
jail before posting a $212 hail and
returning to the lot.
Salshur^' joins Boalt Hall Schixd
of Law student Rick Young as the sec
ond person arrested while protesting
the proposed expansion of the lot.
“It was worthwhile,” Salshur>' said.
“1 don’t think that anything had will
come of it criminally or from student
conduct. It was a legitimate political
protest.”
Salshury said he chose to get
arrested to show support for Young,
who has camped in the lot since April
30 to publicly press Chancellor
Robert Berdahl for a meeting.
Young has said he wants to speak
to the chancellor aKiut five issues,
including safety mea.sures, campus
greenhouse emissions and additional
housing.
A Superior Court judge ordered
Young to stay away from the parking
lot after he was arrested three times
last weekend.
Although he is careful to avoid
stepping onto the lot. Young said he
still talks to prote.sters while standing
on the nearby sidewalk.
“If the university thinks they can
shut this thing down, they’re sadly
mistaken,” he said.
Young said he thinks the police
originally arrested him to put a quiet
end to the heated battle over the lot’s
future. He said, however, that their
tactics merely exacerbated the con-
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continued from page 16
schools are recognize».! tor dynamic
people such as Tennessee (Peyton
M.innint’),
Penn
State
(joe
Palermi), Indiana (Bohhy Kninht)
and
Michitjan State
(Mayic
johnstin).
Call Poly doesn’t have this yoin^
tor It hut it could.
While it would he yreat to have
C'al Poly recotinized tor one or two
dominant sports, it can’t he planned
tor. However, C.al Poly athletics
could, and should, promote its more
notable athletic alumni.
The tirsi name on that list is
undeni.ihly John Madden.
The ti'rmer C!al Poly toothall
pla\er, C'iakland R.iiders coach and
current FOX hroailcastet could help
put Call Poly athletics on the map.
But the man who has also become
one ot the hiyyest titzwres in sports
video I’ames doesn’t support Cal
Poly athletics like he should.
There are reastms why Madden is
never at toothall tjames or other
sptirtin^ events. The most popular
rumiir is that Madden is upset the
toothall team plays in the same little
stadium that he played in when he
was .1 Mustany, and he doesn’t see
the university makin^i a strong commitment to make the toothall team
ci'iiipetitive.
The reasons for Madden’s lack ot
involvement are important. .All the
same, Càil Poly needs to make it
h.ippen. Cet M.idden here. It there

was a disagreement in the p.ist ,in».l it
was Madden’s fault, C'al Poly must
swallow its pride and apologize to
him. It he wants money, t>ive it to
him. It he wants his hutt kis.sed,
then pucker up. Even it Madden was
the hijij'est jerk in the w'orld, the
henetits ot havinji such a charistnat1C, respected alumni would he well
worth the hassle.
Tossiny Madden’s name around
may encourajje recruits, hut actively
promotmu his involvement in C'al
Poly sports would he much more
heneticial.
It starts with demonstratin}’ that
C'al Poly does care about its toothall
program. The athletic department
has done an excellent job increasinu
scholarships. That’s a yood start.
The next thinji is to build a new
tooth.ill stadium or renovate the
exist int; one. The Sports C'lanplex is
not reflective ot C'al Poly’s commit
ment to athletics; athletics simply
wouldn’t have had enou).;h facilities
it it wasn’t built. A new toothall sta
dium or a renovated Muslant»
Stadium would he a move that was
n’t forced on Cal Poly. It would aid
recruiting and .show Madden, better
than words could, that there is a
commitment to the program.
Another t»ood move to create an
identity would he to name the stadi
um in Madden’s honor. Cairrently,
the only remembrances ot Cal Poly’s
athletic history are small plaques iti
a room in Mott Gym. The name
"Mustant’ Stadium" is dull. ‘‘John
Madden Stadium” has an impact. It
links the past with the present and
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tiives athletes, tans and alumni a
sense ot tradition that is so obvious
ly missinti.
The same thinu should happen
with the Sports CJomplex, a name
that makes ‘‘Mustang Stadium"
sound like pure yenius. Forget C')zzie
Smith. He could definitely have an
impact, hut the name brings up too
many had memories of the initial
funding iT the Sports C'omplex.
The best name for the ha.sehall
i,. »
stadium in the Sports Complex
would he “Mike Krukow Field."
Like Madden, Krukow also hri^ad- v A ’hsiíl VixJkàà '
casts games. Yes, it’s tor the San
Francisco Giants and not at the
national level that Madden reaches,
hut unlike Madden, Krukow actual
ly talks about Cal Poly on the air.
He talks favorably ahinit his former
college, and his performance is cer
tainly deserving ot the name recog
nition.
Krukow is also a UKal guy who,
with a little hit ot coaxing, could
definitely become more involved in
Cal Poly athletics. It would certain
ly give recruits a name they are
familiar with and wtnild help estab
lish an identity.
The big picture is that Division 1
C'al Poly is still developing. A little
name-dropping would give recruits,
fans and alumni an athletic identity
to relate to and suppott. It would
also give C'al Poly athletics profes
sional standards to shoot tor.
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Above,
Mustang third
baseman
Kasey Poet
never made it
on the field fol
lowing off-sea
son shoulder
surgery. Head
coach Lisa
Boyer thought
Poet would be
back by mid
season but her
rehabilitation
did not go as
expected.

&
% ]

Left, Cal Poly
center Chris
Bjorklund
slams home
two points vs.
Portland State.
Bjorklund was
named to the
Big West AllConference
Team.

Joe Nolan is the managing editor. Email him atjnolan@calpoly.edu.

Work faster. Play sooner.

If ail that’s standing between you and summer is a term paper or
two, there’s a way to get through it all sooner. Use the Academic
Search Engine to research your end-of-the-year projects.

V.

S' .7 '

J

The Academic Search Engine was developed by Student
Advantage, Inc. and Northern Light to provide you with a
comprehensive research resource. Select your subject, type in the
topics you need to research and press search. You get Web results
that are appropriate to your field of study, plus access to Northern
Light’s Special Collections^ of articles from over 6,400 publications
and research reports. All prioritized, categorized, and organized
into neat little folders so you get the information you need, finish
your papers, and start the really important stuff ~ sooner.

http://research.studentadvantage.com

NorthernLlght.com
jutt what you'v* baan »aarching for.
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117 Ideas
AERO0435 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
AERO0435 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
AG 0250 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO AG
AG 0301 AGRICULTURE & AMERICAN LIFE
AG 0450 HOLISTIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
ARCE0221 ELEMENTARY STRUCTURES
ARCE0226 STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
ARCE0321 TIMBER STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
ARCH0207 ENVRNMNTL CNTRL SYS I
ARCH0407 ENVRNMNTL CNTRL SYS III
ARCH0519 THEORY OF ARCHITECTURE
ART 0181 COMPUTER IMAGING & DESIGN
BIO 0303 SURVEY OF GENETICS
BIO 0325 GENERAL ECOLOGY
BOT 0323 PLANT PATHOLOGY
BUS 0212 FINANCL ACTG - NONBUSINESS MAJ
BUS 0214 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
BUS 0215 MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
BUS 0346 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING
BUS 0402 INTERL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
BUS 0412 ADVANCED COST ACCOUNTING
BUS 0425 AUDITING
BUS 0431 SECURITY ANALYSIS
BUS 0454 DEVELPNG/PRESNTNG MRKT PLANS
CE 0204 STRENGTH OF MATERIALS I
CE 0205 STRENGTH OF MATERIALS II
CE 0205 STRENGTH OF MATERIALS 11
CHEM0106 INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY
CHEM0129 GENERAL CHEMISTRY
CHEM0313 SURVEY OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNLGY
CPE 0219 LOGIC & SWITCHING CIRCUITS
CPE 0219 LOGIC & SWITCHING CIRCUITS
CRP0212 INTRO TO URBAN PLANNING
CRSC0202 ENTERPRISE PROJECT
CRSC0402 ENTERPRISE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
CSC 0110 COMPUTERS/COMPUTER APPSiWINDOWS
CSC 0110 COMPUTERS/COMPUTER APPSiWINDOWS
CSC 0119 PRINCIPLES OF DATA PROCESSING
CSC 0119 PRINCIPLES OF DATA PROCESSING
CSC 0234 C & UNIX
ECON0221 MICROECONOMICS
ECON0337 MONEY, BANKING & CREDIT
EDUC0300 INTRO TO TEACHING PROFESSION
EDUC0300 INTRO TO TEACHING PROFESSION
EE 0208 ELECTRONIC DEVICES
EE 0211 ELEC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS II
EE 0212 ELEC CIRCUIT ANYL III
EE 0304 RANDOM SIGNALS & NOISE
EE 0309 INTEGRATED ELEC CIRCUITS
EE 0313 SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
EE 0313 SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
EE 0321 ELECTRONICS
EE 0325 ENERGY CONVRSN ELECTROMG
EE 0334 ELECTROMAGNETIC FLDS I
EHS S580 MERCHANDISING TECHNIQUES
ENGL0215 WRITING: ARGUMENTATION
ENGL0231 BRITSH LIT/ROMANTC-PRSNT
ENGL0240 AMER TRADITIONS IN LIT
ENGL0252 GREAT BOOKS:MA/'RENAS/ENLITE
ENGL0253 GREAT BOOKS:ROMANT/NIODRN
ENGL0339 INTRODUCTION TO SHAKESPEARE
ENGL0341 AMERICAN LIT: 1860-1914
ENGL0341 AMERICAN LIT: 1860-1914
ENGL0342 AMERICAN LIT: 1914-PRES

Sports
for your
summer
ENGL0380 GENDER RELATIONS IN LITERATURE
ENGL0380 GENDER RELATIONS IN LITERATURE
GRC 0212 SUBSTRATES & INK: APPLICATIONS
GRC 0316 WEB PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
GRC0331 COLOR QUALITY CONTROL
GRC 0421 PRINTING PRODUCTION MGT
HIST0204 AMER IDEALS & INSTITUTNS
HIST0401 COLONIAL AMERICA
H1ST0404 ERA/CIV WAR/RECNSTRCTN
IT 0141 PLASTICS PROCESSES & APPLICATNS
IT 0150 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
IT 0327 PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY
JOUR0290 MULTICULTURAL JOURNALISM
JOUR0352 ADV NEWSPAPR RPTG: MUSTANG DAILY
KINE0255 PERSONAL HLTH/MULTICULTRL APPRCH
KINE0303 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE
KINE0310 CONCEPTS IN ELEM PHYSICAL EDUC
KINE0411 PSYCHO/SOCIAL ASPCTS PHYSCL ACT
MATHE142 CALCULUS II
MATHOlOO BEGINNING ALGEBRA REVIEW
MATH0104 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA
MATH0116 PRECALCULUS ALGEBRA 1
MATH0117 PRECALCULUS ALGEBRA II
MATH0141 CALCULUS I
MATH0143 CALCULUS III
MATH0221 CALCULUS-BUSINESS & ECON
MATH0241 CALCULUS IV
MATH0318 ADV ENGINEERING MATH
ME 0211 ENGINEERING STATICS
ME 0212 ENGINEERING DYNAMICS
ME 0329 INTERMEDIATE DESIGN
ME 0341 FLUID MECHANICS
PHIL0125 CRITICAL THINKING
PHIL0230 PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS
PHIL0231 PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS
PHYS0121 COLLEGE PHYSICS
PHYS0122 COLLEGE PHYSICS
PHYS0123 COLLEGE PHYSICS
POLS0325 CONTEMPRY GLOBAL POLITCL ISSUES
PSY 0254 FAMILY PSYCHOLOGY
SOC0105 INTRODUCTION: SOCIOLOGY
SOC 0306 SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
SPC0212 INTERPRSNL COMMUNICATION
SPC0316 INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICTN
SS 0221 FERTILIZERS/PLANT NUTRTN
STATE600 CONCEPTS AND METHODS FOR STATS
STAT0130 STATISTICAL REASONING
STAT0251 STATINFERENCE/MGT 1
STAT0312 STATISTICAL METHODS: ENGINEERS
VGSC0402 ENTERPRISE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ZOO 0240 HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY I

As of May 17, these courses had 15 OR FEWER students.
REGISTER NOW and speed up your graduation date!
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SL O Blues season underw ay
By Christian von Treskow
M USTANG DAILY STAFF W RITER

One would think that Cal Poly
hasehall players would he tired tollowing a well-played season that saw
the team narrowly miss a post-sea
son NCAA hirth. Guess again.
Six memhers ot the Mustang team
are now scheduled to he part
the
Salì Luis Ohispo Blues roster. The
Blues are a semi-prolessional ha.sehall team founded in 1947 whose
mission, as stated on their Weh site,
is to “huild character and di.sciphne
in our young athletes using the spcirt
of hasehall." The Blues opened their
season this past weekend with a
three-game series against the
Oceanside Waves.
The Blues dropped both games of
their douhleheader Memorial Day,
committing nine errors en route to
4-1 and 8-5 los.ses. This came on the
heels of a dramatic ending to the
Blues season opener Saturday.

With the score tied 1-1 going into
the 10th inning, first haseman Alex
Chavaria sent a 3-2 pitch out of the
park to give the Blues a 2-1 win in
front of over 1,000 fans in SLO
Stadium.
The Blues definitely reap the
benefits of playing in a town with
two collegiate haseh.dl teams. Aside
from its C2al Poly players, the Blues
also have eight players from C'uesta
College. Among the Mustang play
ers expected to play are starring
pitcher Tyler Fitch, outfielders Phil
Thompson and Drew Ecklund and
several relievers including Jason
Kelley, David Krisch and Mitch
Cuyler. Fitch, in just his first season
playing for Cal Poly, went 5-2 with a
4.65 ERA.
The Blues’ next game is
Wednesday when they play local
opponent the Santa Maria Stars.
The Blues’ current record is 1-2.

Knight speaks on ‘zero-tolerance’
BLmM lNGTON, Ind. (AP) —
Boh Knight said Tue.sday that he
needs to control his temper — all of
the time — under a new “:ero-tolerance” policy imposed on him hy
Indiana University.
But he said his behavior in 29 years
as ctiach at Indiana “overall has been
giK)d.”
“If you tixik the percentages of
times that 1 have really gone overhoard in whatever way, in whatever
circumstances, that’s a pretty small
percentage of all the circumstances
I’ve been in,” he told ESPN.
“To me, it is kind of a simple equa
tion: I have to he able ti) do all the
time basically what I’ve done most of
the time now."
On May 15, Killowing an investi
gation into allegations that Knight
choked a player during practice in
1997, university President Myles
Brand suspended him for three games,
fined him $30,000 and imposed the
“:ero-tolerance policy" that will

result in his immediate dismissal for
any act that is deemed to he embar
rassing to the school.
Asked if he needed prtifessional
help to control his temper, Knight
re.sponded emphatically, “No, 1
don’t.”
Knight said that as far as disciplin
ing himself ahmit his anger, “in most
cases, I’m pretty good.”
“1 think that I’ve obviously made a
mi.stake here and a mistake there," he
said. “But 1 don’t think those mis
takes define the person.”
Knight also told ESPN in the live
interview that he would like to see a
legal lotter>' established, to benefit
the schotd library, for people n> pick
the time when he will “bUnv up.”
“The longer the time when I’ll
blow up, the more expensive it will
be,” he .said. “What we’ll do then is
turn everything over to the library.
When it is all said and done, the
library is going to make a lot of
money out of this.”
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AOiJ Alpha Phi Omega AcfivesA<W2
Come out to our meetings at
8;00, Wednesdays Room 206 Bid. 3

University Police Department
Community Service Officer Div.
Now Hiring! Apply at Bldg. #74

VISUAL FOXPRO PROGRAMMER
PART-TIME CONTRACT 541-8122

( ì k i :i:k N h w s

Palo Alto, California
6/19 - 8/11 $74 - $90/day 9am - 4pm
Decatholon Sports Club 650-625-1602

Aon
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CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS!
WE LOVE YOU AND WILL MISS YOU!

l•L^lPLO^^lI•:^T

LOCK-OUT STAFF
CONFERENCE SERVICES IS HIRING
2 LOCK-OUTS FOR THE SUMMER.
WORK HOURS: 9 PM TO 7AM FOR
GUEST AFTER HOUR SERVICES.
FREE ON CAMPUS HOUSING IN LIEU
OF SALARY. PICK UP APPLICATION
AT JESPERSON HALL, ROOM 211

LIFEGUARDS!!!
CONFERENCE SERVICES IS HIRING
LIFEGUARDS FOR THE SUMMER
$11.00/HOUR
CPR, FIRST AID AND TITLE 22
PICK UP APPLICATION AT
JESPERSEN HALL, ROOM 211

Summer Camp Directors/Counselors.
Counselors-ln-Training
City Morro Bay; p/t 20-40 hr/wk;
Mon-Fri; 6/19 - 9/1/00; on site
supervision for summer camp;
Apply City Morro Bay, 595-Harbor,
772-6207; open until filled
GRADING PAPERS, near Call Poly,
Math - English. Mon + Wed, 3 to 6 pm,
$7.50 hourly. 466-5350
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free information
Call (202) 452-5940.

Summer Sales
Gain valuable exp. Travel to
trade shows & inside sales $8
hr. + travel exp. Call Fred at
800-549-1880 x3500 at Water
Wonders ‘we bring nature to you”.

Local Web firm looking for:
PROGRAMMERS & DESIGNERS
Perl, mySOL HTML or FLASH
Fun/young staff, flex, hrs
P/T & F/T. Bnfts w/ F/T. Great
salary, DOE (805) 788-0767
FUN SUMMER JOBS
Gain valuable experience working
with children outdoors. We
are looking for caring SUMMER
DAY CAMP STAFF whose summer
home is in or near the San
Fernando or Conejo Valleys,
Malibu or Simi Valley. General
Counselors & Specialists.
Salaries range $2,500 - $3,000+.
888-784-CAMP

K i:n t .\l H o u s in g

R()()M .\1,\TUS

Great Sublet

HAVE A ROOM TO RENT? LOOKING
FOR A ROOM? WE WILL HELP YOU'
ROOMATE REFERRALS 549-8550

Close to Poly 2 bedrooms available
for summer in Alta Vista woods
condos on N. Chorro CALL: Alexis
783-1403
CEDAR CREEK $1300 MO NEW CAR
PET 530-589-4026 ‘ NEW APPLIANCES

SUMMER SUBLET
2 Rooms available in 3 bdrm. 1 ba.
Victorian House
Recently Remodeled, ofi-street
parking, walking distance to downtown.
$400/mo per room
call Andy (547-0621) or Will (787-0100)

SF.R\ IC'HS
...AND JUSTICE FOR ALL
A PARALEGAL SERVICE, OFFERING
ASSISTANCE WITH - LANDLORD
TENANT - RESTRAINING ORDERS SMALL CLAIMS - AND MORE
KAREN SORENSON, PARALEGAL
1103 JOHNSON, SUITE G, SLO
(805) 544-8352

EXPERT EDITING
OUICK TURNAROUND. 542-9474

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 PTS
GRE 214 PTS
LSAT 7.5 PTS

I lOM BS f-OR S a U-.

Cedar Creek

Looking for a place to live?
www.slohousing.com...
Your move off campus!

2 Bdrm 2 Ba New Carpet, Tile, 2
Parking Spots. Available 7-1-00 11 mo
lease $1300/mo Call 787-0531 for App.

Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

Houses and Condos for Sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990
www.NelsonRealEstateSLO.com

Cedar Creek Condo s 12 mth
Lease. 2 Bedroom 2 Baths. $1300
Walk to Poly
543-8370

Need driver. Care to see U.S.
June 9-Aug 5 for less than
$600? Call Dennis by June 1
for info. (805) 782-9419
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Cal Poly Athletics
1999-2000 year in pho
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Right: Mustang senior Michelle George attacks
the Stanford defense in a second-round match of
the women's NCAA Soccer Tournament.

to

the
Nt'.A.A
Toil r na in e n l .
Bur there is still
work to he
done.
Joe
(.'al Poly ath
Nolan
letics is hasically missiiif^ one
essential thinj^; an identity.
A school’s athletic identity can
come in a variety of ways. Schools
like Duke and Uk'LA(haskethall),
Wichita State and LSU(hasehall)
and Nebraska and Michiyan (toothall) have solid overall pronr.ims,
hut are recoyni:ed tor one consis
tently domin.int spiirt. Other

Below right: Mustang running back Craig Young
became the school's all-time leading rusher, sur
passing Antonio Warren's one-year-old record at
Cal Poly's homecoming game.
Below: Freshman standout Worthy Lien made an
immediate impact with the Mustangs as the
team made the NCAA Tournament for the first
time in over a decade.

see FINAL NOLAN, page 14
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/C M Sports Trivia

Yesterday's Answer:

Briefs
Poly a ssista n t c o a c h re sig n s
The

Cal

Poly

Department

R ic e a rriv e s w ithout n e w con tract
of

Intercollegiate Athletics has announced

Kiki Vandeweghe was the leading scorer in the
NBAs highest scoring game.
Congrats Cyan Pessah!

s ^

that men's basketball assistant coach
Kwanza Johnson tias resigned to become
an assistant coach at the University of
Arkansas, Little Rod-, a Diviiion I member
of ihe Sun Belt Conterunce
The anníiiincemeiíi was made today tr,
Direí.tüi ni Arhleties John M cCutiT
t
Jn h ivo n was an assistant at Cal Poly tor
the

Name the only two pia 'er^ w hr won the Hei.aman
Trophy, NFL Player of the Year and Super Bowl MVP
awards.
Please submit sports trivia answer to sports@mustangdaily.calpoly.edu
Please include your name. The first correct answer received via e-mail will
be printed in the next issue of the paper

nast

season,

arriving

from

the

Umver.sitv of Tulsa in 1999
(dal Poly will begin a search • ’"^;:l;ately to replace Johnson

KWANZA
JOHNSON:
Former assistant

SANTA CLARA (AP) — Jerry Rice showed up at the San
Francisco 49ers minicamp Tuesday, a week ahead of schedule,
without a restructured contract.
The 49ers and Rice, the NFLs leading receiyer, continue to dis
cuss a contract compromise that would fiee up space under the
salary cap restricn.: n.^ allowing the team to sign a frei- agent
Rice expui ted the talks to be completed before he showed up
at thi camp, but is now uncertain of his .'status
don’t think d's r 'i m* deal," -i"' P r : "We ran into n r
pmbleu.'r an;; w(;’'f‘ P"t 'n aqroemef.
=;. m;.: tu'ne It'ii tak
ing a dt!: longe"It. nnt a r .in ■
q " said Rir ... - mu innialiv balked at t t :
49ers' reriuest i;: ‘ad. a ■ qnificant pay cut. "But don't want C:
play for free eithei
n nere at camp trying to nutter myself i
hope It gets worked cut."
San Francisco said it couldn't afford to keep Rice, the NFL
career leader in touchdowns, receptions and yards receiving,
unless he agreed to renegotiate his contract, which currently
includes a $5.49 million cap figure for the upcoming season.

